
ABSTRACT

ENNIS, Virginia Kaster. Effects of an educational
program on smoking in teenage girls. M.S. in
Health Education, 1979. 152 p. (Dr. John D.
Curtis).

A. six-lesson educatiQnal smoking unit containing factual

_information, value clarification techniques, individual

problem solving, small and large group discussion, and
\

activity projects was designed to determine the effects of

on attitude and behavior change. The freshmen

females, enrolled during second semester,~ 1978-79, at

Onalaska High School, Onalaska, Wisconsin, were randomly

in the-exp-er±mental--a-nd--con-ero'1--group: 37 Ss,
participated in the experimental group an9 received the unit,

33 Ss participated in the control group and received an

alternate health unit. The random sample posttest only

design, as explained by Tuckman (1978), was used•. All Ss

received a posttest.which consisted of the Teenage Se:i..f Test

to test smoking attitudes and a researcher-made smoking

behavior test. The data collected from the Ss on the atti-

tude survey was analyzed bya Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The

level of significance was set at .05. Statistical analysis

showed there was no significant attitude change after the

educational program between the two groups. The data

collected from the 5s in the area of behavior change lJ'laS

analyzed by a chi-square test. The level of significance

wa's set at .05. Statistical analysis shov-led there was no
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change after the educational program, between

the two groups. Thus it was concluded there is no signifi

cant attitude or behavior change afterg$:i.:x-lesson

education unit in smoking.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

is an abundance of conclusive research illus

trating the relationship between smoking cigarettes and a

variety of health problems. Despite this research, Americans

increasing their cigarette consumption. In 1900 about

co:cnc~cc:nl.a, 1973). By

1975 the Federal Trade Commission estimated 603 billion

were smoked (Banyai, 1976; a).

There has been a limited amount of research completed

on the· development and the ... effectiveness of educational

programs for youth on the sUbject of smoking. What has

been done has been conducted by the American Cancer Society,

the Heart Association,andthe Lung (Association. These

zations have made a notable effort in offering their

materials for school healtheducation,but no comprehensive

uni-t ha s been developed by these groups. Although t:he

National Clearinghouse for Smoking and Health has developed

a School Health Curriculum Project for elemen-tary school

students (Davis,1975), little. research can be identified

as follow-up studies in the area of highschool. This

study was done to ·fi11 the VOid at the highschool level

and to examine the effectiveness of an educational program

in attitude and behavior change.

1
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The problem -wa s to de"termine the extent to which a

six-lesson educational unit and

s-c"uaen-cs.

behavior to\lllard smoking in high school students ..

,P:urpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to evaluate a smoking

unit-designed for highschool students in the areas of

Need for the study

on health is abundant~ For example, chronic bronchitis

and emphysema were found by Feldman and Ingram (1976) to

be mainly caused by slnoki119 ~ The diseases are irreversible

in the. later stages .. A cause-effect relationship has been

found between cancer mortality arid smoking, smoking and

myocardial infarction, carbon monoxide and heart disease,

and maternal smoking and-fetal development (Journal of

Tropical Nedicine and Hygiene, 1975).. Jain (1977) found

the mortality rate per 100,000 \'lOmen using oral contracep':"

tives from myocardiaL.infarction and thrombo-em.bolism could

be estimated at 62 for WOmen who smoked compared to 10.7

have smaller head circumferences than average babies. The
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proportions of abortions, still births, and early and late

neonatal mortality is higher in those mothers who smoke

than those who don't (DeHaas, 1975; paY.1~g;,GClry, Elwood,

and Abernathy, 1976).

Even though teenagers, through their school health

education, have been exposed to the conclusive evidence

linking smoking and health problems, they continue to smoke

greater frequency yearly. Between 1968 and 1972, the

proportion of people smoking in the 12-18 year age group

increased from 14.5% to 15.7% in boys, and 8.4% to 13.3%

onXouth, 1976-;__.LaLonde , 197_4L~I3Y

1974, 25% of teenagers 12-17 years smoked cigarettes; with

boys and girls increasing at about the same rate (Ableson

and Atkinson, 1975).

Most teenagers agree that cigarette smoking is

detrimental to one's health,but the majority feel the

detriments are far in their future and thus are not·as

concerned about the consequences.. The Academy of Pediatrics

advocates an educational program that will bring teenagers'

nearsightedness into focus (Committee on Youth, 1976).

Public school teachers agreed with the Academy of

Pediatrics. The American Cancer Society (1976, b) measured

public school ·teachers' cigarette smoking attitudes. Most

teachers fel-I: there should be smoking cessation programs

in the schools and that they should play a role 11). the

programs ..
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Cessation programs and studies are numerous for

adults (Kanzler, Jaffe, and Zeedenberg, 1976; Kaplan, 1976;

Pomerleau, 1976; Rosenberg, 1977; and Shewchuck, 1976),

but few are available for teenagers. Preventive programs

designed for adolescents is an area where comparatively

little research has been done (American Cancer Society,

Oct., 1976, a).

school females, who are smokers, are not only

potentially injuring their own health but also the health

of their future children. Health .educatorsneedan

method ...to .. alter_behavior_Qf_smoking__.students and

prevent non-smokers from beginning to smoke. ConseqUently,

the present study was designed to assess the efficiency of

an educational program for teenage girls.

Hypotheses

The following null hypo~heses were developed for the

study:

1. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

group in the area of effect of smoking on one's health.

2. There will be rio significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control group

i.n the area of the rights of non-smokers.

3. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental arid control
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area of the positive effects of smoking.

4. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

group in the area of manufactured reasons for smoking.

5. There will be no significant·.attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

group in the area of reasons for starting to smoke.

6. There will be no significant attitude change in

and control

group in the area of teenaged smokers' presenting a negative

7. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control group

in the area of feelings toward authority.

8. There will·be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

in the area of control of one's own future.

9. There will be no significant difference in smoki.ng

behavior between the experimental and the control group.

10. There will be no significant d:tfference in the

number of cigarettes smoked per day by smokers in the

experimental and control group.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made for this study:

1. Students in the study would be honest in their

attitl1de inventory and the behavior inventory.
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2. Students in the study would attend health classes

on-a regular basis and therefore be part-of the sample of

either the experimental or control group.

3. The students wouldn't engage in other smoking

wu.wu would influence

Delimitations

the results.

1979.

3. The students ±n fifth and eighth hour health

ses, which included all ninthigrade girls, were randomly

placed in the experimental and control groups.

study:

1. The sUbjects consisted of female students enrolled

in grade nine at Onalaska High School, Onalaska, Wisconsin,

semeste~,~~1c.9-7-9~.--·-•.=- -.-------.----.----.--

2. The study was conducted during the month of March,

The following were lim!tations .• to the study:

1. Data was generated from a group at hand and

therefore the results cannot be generalized ou"l::side the

gropp.

2. The degree to which participants complied with

recommended procedures outsideof>theregularly scheduled

classes (i.e. not discussing the units outside of class).
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Educational smoking unit: An education program con

sisting of a six-lesson program on smoking ,designed to

change the behavior and attitude~ . The program contains

factual information, value clarification techniques,

individual problem solving, small group discussion,activity

, and large group discussions (see Appendix A).

teaching which

includes the declaring of values as ascertained by certain

classroom activities following Raths' (1966) seven step

approach. The steps include: (1) prizing and cherishing;

(2) pUblicly affirmil1g,whenappropriate;' (3) choosing from

alternatives; (4) choosing after considering consequences;

(5) choosing freely; (6)aci::il1g; arid f7Jacting consistently.

Beha~iorchange in smoking: Any difference or stoppage

of smoking cigarettes after a six-lesson educational

program. Behavior change in smoking was measured by an

..•.•.•..•.••..... Inventory C1e!ve~.LO,pe~C1 by the experimenter.

Attitude change in srooking: Any difference in manner

of one's opinion, feeling, thinkiIlg,.gj,:::P9::::Lt:L9Il,.or mood

smoking after a six-lesson educational program in

was Self Test, an

attitudinal inventory (Milne and Colmen, 1973) on the Likert

Scale Model



..... C;;ll<O •.LCe>, smoking attitudes and behavior, and value

hazard in the general populationan.cl as a health hazard in

as an educational tool~

REVIEW OF RELATED LITl~RATURE

•The purpose of this review is to identify relevant

literature in the areas of cigarette smoking as a health

clarifica

Cigarette Smoking as a Health Hazard in the

General PORulation

Smoking cigarettes has been linked -co many health

report of the u.S. Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on

comrnoh to the general population. In 1964 a

concluded that cigarettesrnoking is a serious

enouyh health hc:..zard in t:'1eUnit:edSt:at:esthat remedi=:;T

necessary (Smoking and Health, 1964).

~'1'heU.$.publicHealthService states that among
"!c.

and'disabili-cies which. were caused by lung cancer , chronic

sttb:stantially higher thanamongnon....smokers. These deaths

cigarette smokers l:h.e rat:es death disability are

bronchopulmonary diseases, and elT\physema could be diminished

if people had not smOk:ed orslilok:eds:Uhs-t.antially less

(u.s. Dept. I-IEVl, 1969.).

E. C. Hammond (1967) cbndUCt:ed a study that examined

between the ages' of

8
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45-79. He found that for every cause of death, death

rates are greater for smokers than non-smokers.. Further

research by Hammond (1972) found that.lungcan<::er death

rates increased with the amount of cigarettes smoked ..

Lung cancer death rates for men who had given up smoking

cigarettes less than one year before the beginning of the

study were not much different than for men who smoked. \

Howeve:r, as the length of time a person had not smoked

increased, lung cancer death rates decreased proportion-

ally ..

the samegeneral~-trend_v.l-a_s_ap:p_a.r:.ent.,butthe

rates were slightly lower.. Hammond suggested the shallower

inhaling could account for this fact. Jl.10r-tality ratios

(death rate of those in each smoking category divided by

death rate of those who never smoked regularly) in women

aged 40-74 years increased ·from 1.25 in smokers vlho smoked'

one to nine cigarettes per day to 7.50 in those who smoked

more than. 40 per day ..

The American Cancer Soci.ety· presented the resul-cs of

an epi.demiological study at the t,'lorld Conference on Smoking

and Health in 1967. This study examined one million men

and women aged 25 to 65 years in the United Sta·tes. It was

shown that death ra-tes occurred in proportion to the

cigarettes -that were smoked. A 25-year-old male vlho never

smoked could c::xpect to live 48.6 more years. His counter-

.part who smoked 40 cigarettes per day could expec'c to live
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40.3 more years.

Research indicates that many diseases are more

prevalent in smokers than non-smoke.r'§. Cancers -that

affect the lip, mouth, larynx, esophagus, lungs, and

urinary organs (including the bladder) are more prominent

in smokers. Bronchitis and emphysema have been shown to

be smoking related. Diseases that affect the circulatory

c:vc:t-pm, cirrhosis of the liver, and.ulcers.Of the stomach

are more common in smokers than non-smokers.

Data (Doll, 1977) has confirmed the old theory of

Cancers o:f the lip appear eight times more frequently in

smoking men than in smoking women according to a study

(Binnie, 1976) in Great Britain suggesting that pipe and

cigar smoking have a definite association to this kind or

cancer.

zard connected with cigarettes is the

tobacco smoking on the development of

Another

causative

cancer of the This isstipported by statistical

data presented by Bridger and Reay-Young in the United

states (1976). Of the 109 male patients of laryngeal

cancer who were analyzed, b',o-thirds \-Jere heavy smokers.

The. present· ratio of men to vmmenvlith laryngeal cancer is

IOto 1. However, in recent years women with the disease

has been steadily increa~ing. Since more than two-thirds

of inhaled tobacco tars.1?emain on the surface.ofthe vocal
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cords, the recent increase of this cancer is paralleled

with the increase of cigarette consumption in women.

Based on evidence in studies (Levin, Riddell, and

Kirsner, 1976; Rothm~n, 1976) of cancer of the eS9phagus,

smokers have a four to five times greater risk of cancer of

the esophagus than non-smokers. This risk is even greater

if smoking is accompanied by "l:.he heavy use of alcohol •

.,..,,..,...e:::.·::>sed risk was associated with all mouth and

throat cancers.

There is now an undisputed association between

of cigarettes smoked, the greater the risk of lung cancer •

. fhe incidence of lung cancer in smokers increases rapidly

with age, but in ex-smokers it remains remarkably constant

(British Medical Journal, 1976, a).

Smokers also have a higher risk for cancer of the

bladder than non-smokers.. Clayson (1976) found the male-

female rates in bladder cancer· to be 2.98:1 .. Some of the

reasons for the ratio differences include differences in

the male and female bladder and differences in exposure due

to occupation variations of the sexes. Clayson also

suggests that the difference may also take into account

that women became heavy smokers later than men.

Hany studies have been conducted on cigarette smoking

and respiratory disease. Tager and Kass (1975) have shown

that males are to l .. 65 times greater risk of
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bronchitis due to cigarette smoking than females.

Chronic bronchitis is. a prolonged inflamrnation of the

bronchial tubes in the

AXford, Coates, Deeley and Smith (1977) reported that

victims of emphysema, another respiratory disease, had

less breathlessness and had an increase in their ability to

exert themselves after they quit smoking. The actual link

the cause of emphysema and cigarette smoking has

not been well several studies illustrate

that there is a causative relationship between smo~ing

Coronary heart disease is the nu~ber one cause of

death for adults in. the United states. Cigarette smoking

s one of several risk factors that has been identified

with coronary heart disease. Cigarette smoking influences

the developrnent of the disease process, \'1hich makes smoJ<:ing

a long -cerm risk rather than an acute one. Youths vlho

smoke more than ten cigarettes per day vJill have a 1 .. 6

times higher chance of sudden coronary death 20 to 40

years later (Doyle, Kannel ,lYIcNamara, Quizkentos, and

Gordon,1976).

Over one hunclred sudden· coronary deaths were examined

in men from 45 to 75 years of age.. Based on the combined

prospective studies of Albany, New York and the 1948

Framingham, Massachusetts study,an attempt "vas made to

iqentify.featuxesa.ssocia.tedwiththedeaths.. A coronary
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profile ),vas made of the following factors: serum choles

terol conc.entrat:ion ,systqlicbloodipressure ,relative

body Height, cigarette habit and left ventricular enlarge

ment. It Has impossible to conclude which of the

combination of factors caused sudden death rather than a

later death. The authors (Doyle, et. al.) presumed that

sudden death was more a factor of pathological changes in

than the.risk factors associated with the

sudden death" However, Kannel (1976) had found, in

another study using the Framingham population, men who

before-the~~age-~e:F---6~-reElB.GeE1~-t-he-ir---risk of

coronary heart disease by one-half.

Not only is cigarette smoking an important risk factor

in coronary heart disease, but the amount of cigarettes

increa.sesthe seriousness.of this risk factor. A

British study conducted by Doll and Peto (1976) found that

the coronary heart disease death rate of smokers compared

tolife.... long nOD..-smokers ofCOrnP~D:c(bleage was about 2:1

for men over 70 and 1.5:1 for those under 70. Comparable

data stated in the Journal of the Medical Association of

Georgia (Bailey, 1975) showed the risk factor increased

two-to-three-fold in a person who smokes 15 to 20

c:igarettesperoaY inthedeYelqpment of coronary heart

disease.. A four-to-six-foldincrease is evident in a

person \\Tho smokes two to three packs per day ..

lmotbercommon l1ealthprohlem in the<U.. S .. is stomach



that may have been caused .. ]:)y othe:r. factors. Herrman

ulcers and smoking is thought to this condition

14

and Piper (1973) found that smokers had larger ulcers than

non-smokers. There ,is a possibility that long term smoking
..........................................

may stimulate acid. output which may inhibit ulcer healing

(Novis,JYIarks,> Bank, and Sloan, 1973).

~~O~, women are sUbject to the

same smoking rela"ted diseases 'as the male population. In

addition female srnokers have increased risks to the off-+..,.,...c~.~..•~.~ ., .,~., ~.,.""":••_~_•.,_~_.•.~ ~ .

spring during pregnancy and motherhood.

Analysis of the connection between oral contraception

and the development of myocardial infarction in 'lflOInen

under 50 shows that cigarette smoking is the largest

contributing factor (Ory, 1977). Jain. (1976, 197'7)

ssessed the risk factors of taking oral contraceptives and

that the corn.bined use of· oreH contraceptives and

cigare"ttes has a synergistic effect. An estimate of the

oral contraceptives as compared with a mortali:ty rate of

62 forsrnoking 1:.JQmen using oral contraceptives.. \'Jhen an

analysis of age'l.'laSdOlie ,i-t wasfounclthat the .risk was

four times higher for smokers using oral .contraceptives in

the age gr.'oup over 40 than' in smokers from ages 30 to 390
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During the Third \florld Conference on Smoking,

Dro Hevill R.Butler 6fthe Royal Hospi'l::'.cfl for sick

~Children in Bristol, England, cited 40 studies concluding

smoking i11 the last half of their pregnancy

were likely to reduce the birth weight of their babies and

increase the chance of stillbirth.. In the United States

it 'lriasestimated that 4, 600 deaths were byvJOmen

000 per

year (Journal of the Indiana State Medical Association,

1976) •

Miller, Hassanein, and Hensleigh (1977) hypothesized

that a combination of the <following behavioral fac"tors

affected fetal growth: cigarette smoking, certain drugs,

too small a weight gain in pregnancy, improper prenatal

car(;~,and pregnancy when one is too young or too old.

Because each of these involves an element of choice b.ley

labeled behav:i.oralfactors.. l\lhen mothers who

exhibited cIt leas'tb'JQOfthesefac-torst']ere compared to

a control group who exhibited none of these factors, it

was established tha·t birth1rJeightand premature births

were significantly higher irithe:rnothers with at . least hvo

behavioral factorso

Dunn, NcBurney, ·J:n.gramvandHunter(1976 , a)ana1yzed

small for ges·tational age babies ,99 premature babies,

and 146 full birth weight babies. They found a signifi'"

r:1.o'l::hers of those babies who
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light for birth weight than for those babies considered

full weight. Mothers of the premature babies were more

likely smoking more than 10 cigarettes per day than the

full weight babies' mothers.

researchers followed thebabiesthrongh the first

year of life and found no catch-up gain in length or weight

their first birthdays if the rno'l::her had smoked during

However,theresearchers felt a larger sample

would be available.

Breathing movementsof·fetnses were observed by an

A- and B;..scanultra sound technique in studies by LO\", (1976)
,r"";",~,;""~;";"~~,--~,~,,,~~---,-~-,,,..,,,-,,,·······.

and Manning (1977). These breathing patterns are present

¥:aO% of the time during pregnancies.. After a pregnant mother
"--.

smoked two cigare-t:!:es, incidence of breathing was only

after 20 minutes and recovery to the 70% level took an

average of 90 minutes .. After labor, umbilical cord analysis

s were conclusive that nicotine had passed through the

The intellectual development was studied for babies

born to smoking mothers by Banyai (1976, b) and Dunn,

1-1cBurney, Ingram,andHunger (1977, b). Although it could

not be conclusivelypx:'oved, because o£the many other

variables in behavioral and psychological;development,

sm6kingduringpregn2lhcy; appearedto,ih£luence .'. the child's

intellectual and behavioral development.. Banyai (1976,' b)

suggested that reading and mathematical skills lagged three
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children of non-smoking parents.

trend. Teenage smoking is increasing, with the females

1ncrea~ing faster than the males.

A Ta sk Force Report sponsored by the Fogarty In'l:er·

and the American College of Preventive

Medicine <1976) found teenage cigarette smokers had ..::er'tain

in common. The smoking teenager is impul

sive, tough, sexuallyprecoc±.ous,and less successful in

school.

Teenage smokers. smoke for .a,variety of reasons (Mausn~r,

1977; Fogarty Interriatio:rial CeriterforAdvanced Study,

1976). To list all the reasons would be impossible, but

two of the commonly €lxpre$sed" reasons are that some smokers

smoke to relieve tension while others smoke to present a

positive self-image.

Smoking Habit in Teenagers

The National Institute oil DrugAnusesporisored a study

and Fisp~~~ne (1976) concerning teenage use of

drugs. Several drugs were studied, including

use of cigarettes in 1975 andl976. Survey of the results

yielded the percentage of smokers was 11% in 12 to 13 year

• smoked
·i···················································· ...........•...

and 21% of the males smoked. This study supported a

previous study by the National Clearinghouse for Smoking
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Research indicates that typical teenage female smokers

have certain characteristics in common. She is more

confident and more socially and sexually active than her

counterpart non-smokeJ;='. The teenage girl smoker is more

rebellious and more likely to use alcohol and marijuana.

She is a part of a permissive adult world where there are

few enforced restrictions on teenage smoking. Generally,

one of her parents and probably both parents, as

well as her older siblings, smoke. She is less likely to

·have both parents in her home. Her parents are less

more·14kely--w0r-k-,i.ng-afla~le&&--1-i-k-e±y-·······

college bound and she usually recognizes that smoking is

detrimental to her health (Lanese, Banks, and Keller,

1972; U.S. Dept. of HEW, Yankelovich, Skelly and White,

•

~he Role of Health Education in Smoking

~ttitudes and Behavior

In the past health education has been didactic, ir

relevant to a student's interest and experience, and very

moralistic (Albino & Davis, 1975) in its approach to teaching

about smoking. The cognitive approach to teaching smoking

facts and hoping for behavior change has been inadequate

for school health programs (St. <Pierre & Lawrence, 1975).

Few teachers have been trained to teach the SUbject

effectively (Albino, et. al., 1975). Chen and Rakip (1974)
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feachers' basic knowledge, atfitudes, and

practices on smoking and smoking education programs. They

concluded, teachers who smoked perc:~:tY:~c:l1:l1:~health hazard

of smoking in a lesser degree. The teachers' knowledge of

health risks associafed with smoking was generally gained

:t~~ormally. Few smoking teachers initiated discussions of

smoking with students, because they felt th~ywere poor

These teachers concluded that a ~on-smoking

health specialist in the health field would be the most

effective example and teacher.

been seV'~~g_:l~9J2pr9ach~s_to smok!~~L~duca

tion in the schools. A modeling approach was studied by

Harnett (1969). Smoking information was presented to the

fifth and sixth graders by highschool students rather

than by teachers. The high school students were selected on

the basis of the elementary sfudents' perception of model _~_

high school students. The model high school students

received good grades, participated in extra-curricular

activities, and presehtednon"'smoking behavior. These

students were chosen to illustrate that a .student did not

have to smoke to be successful in high. school. Hopefully,

this would have a greater impact on the younger students

than if adults were the teachers.

The project was successful according to those monitor

ing it in terms of results from the young students and the

enthusia sm\'1hich conveYed. Thei8uthorsfelt that more
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wUVU~Y be made in having peers or older models

disseminate smoking information.

The Bureau of Health Education Center for Disease

Control, in Atlanta, Georgia, in conjunction with the

National Clearinghouse· for Smoking and Health,developed

the school Health Curriculum Project (Davis, 1977).

This study was based on the need to develop a

that: would ppesent health concepts in an exciting

way decisions about their

personal and community .health. After development of "l:he

a teachElE:,~rai:n~~_p~~)ect was developed and

an outgrowth included strategy to implement: teacher training

.nationally.

The curriculum is divided into four intensive units,

one each in the fourth through seventh grades. Digestive

and energy level \,las developed for fourth grade, lung and

resp~ratory units for fifth grade, heart and circulatory

units for sixth grade,andhrain and nervous system units

for seventh grade. Each unit lasts between six and eight

weeks.

Evaluation of this proJecthasshownSt:udents in the

project smoke less and display increased competence in

general health knowledge and attitude tests. Although most

educational units have·· beeilstlccessful for elementary

school children, it has been much more difficult to find

an effective educational unit for older students {Albino
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and Davis, 1975).

Neeman and Neeman (1975}proposet.hat no one educa-

tional concept will be effective.,Aneffective program

i.c ...c.;c;< ..: ..•.•...•............~~~~I~.include answers to quest.ions of social psychology,

economics, family relationships, and peer group

•

The success of any ed'Uc:ati6rialprogr~mwil1depend on

communicate witl1 a teenager in his own frame

of reference. The heed t.o change the image of smoking lies

core of heal1:nedtiC:cl'l:ion.

techniques to reduce' smoking by combining several behavior

techniques. These techniques were designed for

outside the treatment center and could be used as educa-

unit homework. Examples of the techniques used

were partner approval andpart.ner praisej reading positive *
not smoking on.a regular basis; keeping a

. .

smoking diary 'to identify Who or what initiated their

response; saving money each time one overcame the

need to light a cigarette with the money used as a reward

and. use ofacol1.tract system. The. resea.rchers found

a significant smoking reduction in the SUbjects.

Before an effective unit in smoking can be taught;

students must be aware of the values they hold regarding
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To be aware of their values students need

to understand the valuing process.

Value clarification is an approach to the process of

valUing. This popular approach is led by Simon, Howe, and

Kirchenbaum (1972). It is a systematic approach formulated

on Rath's (1976) prizing, choosing, and acting on one's

beliefs. It does not teach a value per se but rather the

valUing. The many suggested activities in the

and stand up

them in class.

theory of moral development. This theory views an

individual as one who·acts on his environment rather than

reacting to it. The· individual is continually building

and defining his environment. Moral development in this

theory is the outcome of a variety of affective behavior

with the individual seen as a part of this change

1977-78).

The goal of value clarification is to resolve value

confusion through examination, thinking, and evaluation.

Limited research (Superka and J6hl1son , 1975) has shown that

students who have used this apprOach have become less

apathetic, less flighty, less conforming, and less over-

dissenting, as the a.uth6rs6f the va.lueclarifica·l:ion

approach claim.

Although the results·are far from conclusive because
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of inadequate research designs and small populations, at

least 80% of the studies testing the effectiveness of the

theory have shO\.,n that this use Qf. tll~JrCl:L~:!-J:lgp:t'()cess leads

to less apathy, greater self-esteem, lower drug abuse and

less destructive classroom behavior (Kirchenbaum, Harmin,

Howe, and Simon, 1977).

The present use of value clarificati.on (J3oy~r, 1977)

, up. to the present, been.. used. as an end in

itself. Some teachers set aside a portion of the day for

value clarification. and. other teachers use value clarifi

for..i_ts_~owR_Sakf;:.

A more sophisticated use of value clarification is to

combine its use with that of sUbject matter. A teacher

might facilitate students using the valuing process in

the value rich areas of money,love, friendship, morals,

leisu.retime, social organization, work, family, character

traits, and maturity. This should be in combination with

cognitive concepts according to Raths (1.966). A smoking

educational unit is therefore a logical setting for the use

of value clarification because the attitudes arid behaviors

regarding smoking· permeate several of the value rich areas.

Summary of the Review of Literature

This chapter discussed several .areasr.elated to the

topic of smoking. Major portions of the chapter were related

to the following.areas.
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Smoking caUses or contributes to a variety of ill-

nesses including a variety of cancer§, brgnchitis,

emphysema, a variety of circulatory and respiratory
~_.__ .•..-.

diseases cirrhosis of the liver and ulcers.~-Sm()kers ex-

hibit higher mortality rates for all causes of death in

the g@l1.<=.t'C'I~p()Pll~C'I:t::!9l1.~"{,

Women smokers also face the added risk of correlation

difficulties in cornbinationwith the use of oral

contraceptives. Research indicates that smoking mothers

have smaller babies and after birth their children are more

The rate for teenage smoking has increased in rJ;~cent

years, especially for girls. The teenage girl smoker is

generally described as possessing the characteristics of

precociousness, self-assuredness, and rebelliousness. She

is more likely to smoke if her parents do. Even though she

is aware that smoking is detrimental to her health, the

average female continues to smoke. Past attempts at

educating her in the merits of non-smoking behavior using

simple cognitive approaches have been ineffective. A new

approach is needed. Value clarification is an approach

that ha s been tried ill other value conflict areasand ha s

proven effective in some instances. The combination of

presentation of cognitive concepts, value clarification,

and the development of self concept shows promise in the

education field.



CHAPTER !ll

METHODS

The purpose of this study was to determine if a six

lesson educationalu.riitort smoking affected thea°l:titudes

and behavior toward smoking in teenage females. Onalaska

s· selected· for· the. stUdy because the

~esearcher was employed at this school and was able to

obtain permission to conduct the study. The methods

employed, which were developed by the researcher, are

explained in this chapter. It is divided into the following

treatment.

tation, research design, procedure, and statistical

SUbject selection,development of instrumen-sec~ti.()ns:

Seventy-three freshmen females at Onalaska High

, Onalaska, \visconsin,were used as the population.

These SUbjects were the students in four general health

classes. The four intact groups of general health classes

were randomly divided into an experimental and control

group. The experimental groupwase;}{poE)ed to the smoking

unit which was developed and taught by-the reSearcher.

The control group was exposed to a consumer health unit

same .tirrleE)pan by·.adif:ferent ..·.certified health

26
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teacher. Of the 37 experimental sUbjects 18 were in the

fifth period which was held from 9:36 to 10:16 and 19 were

in the eighth period which met from 11:36 to 12:16. Of the

36 control sUbjects 18 were in the fifth hour class and 18

were in the eighth hour class.

The random sampling and assignment to groups was

explained to the students as being a result of teacher

in the values areas. students were told that

the researcher was more qualified to teach a unit in smoking

and the certified health instructor teaching the control

expertise--in--teaching"-:-c.oJlSJ.l_me~lH~Q..lj;:._b.. It·

was explained that the students would be switching units and

teachers after six lessons. Following exposure to both

units, they would be returned to their original class to

complete the semester.

Development of Instrumentation

A behavior questionnaire concerning smoking behavior

was developed by the researcher (see Appendix B). SUbjects

were given this questionnaire. Question one asked if the

sUbject smoked.. Question two, asking for the number of

cigarettes smoked per day, was only answered by the

sUbjects who smoked.

The ttTeenageselfTest--Cigarette Smokingtt , developed

in 1973, was chosen for the purpose of measuring attitude.

It was requested from the ~visconsin Cliriical Cancer Center,
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Public Affairs Office, 1900 University Avenue,

Madison, Wisconsin 53705. The HEW Publication Number is

(CDC) 77-8723. It can be ordered from the U.S. Department

of Health, Educa'l:ion and Welfare, Public Health Service,

Center for Disease Control, Bureau of Health Education,

National Clearinghouse for Smoking and Health, Atlanta,

Georgia 30333.

test is a40-item standardized test that measures

smoking areas: effect

, non-smoke.r;s' rights, p"sitive effects of

~L~",.. ,.,,,~~,~ ...."..~..~~~.._J~~:~!!~l, ... reasonsfo.r;~_l!l9}~~n<;L,- are teenage smoke£~~~'tbadn7,

feeling toward authority, and control of their future

(see Appendix B).

Appropriateness of this instrument for the s"l:udy was

by the researcher who contacted Dorothy Green,

one of the authors of the instrument,via the telephone.

The posttes"l:"'only control design was chosen for this

study (Tuckman, 1978). It can be diagramrnedas follows:

R X '0 la

R 0 2a

~------~---------------

R

R

x 1b

o 2b

Where R refers to sUbjects randomly placed"X refers to

...,...""-F,,,.1"'''' to posttest
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The dotted line demonstrates that the study

was duplicated the fifth and eighl:hperiodsof the day.

Procedure

and control groups had no other

smoking education lessons or units in other classes during

the 1978-79 school year. In addition, none of the

participants were·involved in any, extracurricular smoking

group experienced a

six-lesson educational unit on smoking while the control

group experienced a six-lesson educational unit in consumer

health. On the first school day following the six-lesson

educational unit,both.groups completed the smoking

inventory and the "Teenetge Self Testn , an

attitudinal smoking inventory, at the same location and

time.

~he guidance counselor of Onalaska High School,

Anthony Boullion, administered the inventories. He was

hot aware of the experimental group and control group

members.

The two inventories were administered in a double

classrooln. Each health teacher brought her group to one-

ha.lf of the double classroom and seated them. No one was

.allowed to switch. seats after they were seated. The test-

1ng commenced.

The administrator stated, "A survey is being taken to
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the smoking habits of the freshmen. Please fill

out the questionnaire as honestly and as accurately as

possible with the no. 2 pencil provided. Absolutely no

talking will be permitted during this ti.me. Do !:.?~ sign

your name to the questionnaire. After you have completed

it, return it to the envelope. Place it on your desk and

sit quietly. After everyone is finished, you will return

group to your health class."

After the students returned to their classroom, the

guidance counselor collected half of the sUbjects'

(i. e. the. experimental -gr.oupJ_~and__placedthem in

the box provided on that side of the room. He followed

the same procedure with the other half of the room (control

group) •

The two inventories were then scored by the experi

menter.

The Teenage Self Test was a Likert Scale model.

Respondents marked answers inacco.'t:'dance with: strongly

agree, agree, undecided, disagre.e, and strongly disagree ..

Answers ranged from one to five on a scale. The total

score was the addition of these numbers in each category.

The Behavior Inventory was scored for question one on

all inventories. The final total represented the nUmber

of students who answered "yestt and those who answered "nott

in both experimental and control groups.
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Statistical Treatment

The experimental and the control group were compared

and attitudinal· inventory differences to

ascertain the difference in smoking behavior and attitude

change.

Using the first question of the behavior inventory

concerning whether or not the student smoked, the experi

mental and control groups were compared with a chi-square

statistical test.

The second question of the behavior scale regarding

the number of cigarettes smoked per day was totaled in

the categories for theexperirnel1tal group. A chi-square

statistical test t1as administered for the categories to

test the significance of the totals.

Using the Attitudinal Teenage Self '.rest, the Kolmo

gorov-Smirnov Test was applied .to the following attitudinal

areas: effect on health, non...smokers' rights, positive

,effect,manufacturedreasonsfdrsrnoking, are teenage

smokers "badtt ,?, feeling toward authority, and control of

future. The level of significance for each statistical
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test used was set at the .05 level of significance.

Summary
..........._..-_._._._-."-, ..'~ •.. -_..",,.•." .._..._...."".....•.,.,..-.,..,.,.,.".,.,.,..,..._---

In this chapter the researcher has explained the

of·t:he instrumentation,

research design, procedure, and statistical treatment in

order to clarify the·procedures and methods followed in the

study.



CHAPTER .....rJ'

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

This research was conducted to evalua€e whether

behavioral and/or attitudinal changes took place following

unit onsmoking.for high scllool freshmen

females. The study measured first, behavior change by

whether students changed their smoking habits

and whether__smQk_er_s changed their__Q.i:t_:!::t.Y

intake of cigarettes. Secondly, the study measured change

in eight attitudinal areas related to smoking. The eight

areas were: 1) effect of smoking on one's health;

2) rights of non-smokers; 3) positive effects. of smoking;

4) manufactured reasons for smoking; 5) reasons for starting

smoke; 6) teenaged smokers' presentation of a negative

image; 7) feelings toward authority; and 8) control of one's

own future.

Subject,s

Participating in the studY-were 73 freshman females

at Onalaska High School, Onalaska, Wisconsin, during March

·1978 .. Thirty-sevenfemaleswereran<iomly chosen for the

experimental group by a computer. The remaining 36 females

composed the control group. Theexpet'imental group.experi....

33
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enced an educational smoking unit containing factual infor-

mation, value clarification teGhpiques, a~tivity projects,

small group discussion, and large group discussion. The

control group experie~ced a six-lesson health unit in

consumer health. Thirty-seven females in the experimental

group completed the posttest and 33 females in the control

group completed the posttest. Three females in the control

failed to complete the posttestand.thus were dropped

from the study.

Results.
Results of this research concerning attitude and

behavior change are presented. For clarity each null hypo

thesis has been stated followed by the statistical analysis

and discussion.

The first null hygothesis: There will be no significant

attitude change in regard to smoking between the experimental

and control group in the area of effect of smoking on one's

health.

The attitude a person holds regarding the effect of

smoking on one's health was determined by variations of

agreement to the following ,statements as part of the Teenage

Self Test (U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1974) using the Likert Scale

Model on the posttest inventory:

1. Even though lung cancer and heart disease can be

caused by other things, smol<:ing cigarettes still makes a
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rea difference.

2. Cigarette smoking can harm the health of teenagers.

3. Even if cigarettes don't ki:L:LYQtl,t:l1~Y can cut

down on what you might get out of life.

4. I believe the health information about smoking is

true.

5. There's nothing wrong with smokingcigqrettes as

as you don't smoke too many (scored negatively).

This hypothesis was tested statistically by a KOlmo-

gorov-Smirnov test. .The grea"l.:est. difference of frequency

r~···~~··········~··"'~·~······;··_·~~~·~·_l:LeJl:.cJen:tage~sappeared .at.~~.cQ.re_)_.?~~~hich_was ~_.J:2Jl (see

Table 1). The following formula was used:

Nl N2
NJ;:r N2

where D is the greatest percentage difference between .the

experimental and control group, and Nl and N2 ,L'epresent the

number in the experimental and the number in the control

group respectively (Blalock, 1960).

The chi-square value of 2.564 withdf ~ 2 is below

the 5.991 required for rejection of the null hypothesis at

the .05 level of significance. Therefore, the null

hypothesis is not rejected.

Discussion

The researcher must fail to reject the null hypothesis,

that there is no signif,icantattitude change between the
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Effects of Smokin.g.on Health
Subtest ·1

- .1850

f- .1917r
- .1476

- .1100

- .0622

- .0514

- .0613

- .0507
.0033

- .0271

- .0271
.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.. 0000

.0000

.. 0000

.0000

Difference (D)
(FI -F2 )

o = -.1917

•

1 .0270

3 .0810 9

8 .2160 12
15 .4050 17

19 .513(5) 19

25 .675(6) 24

28 .756(7) 27

Score Frequencie~

Experimental % Fl Control % F2
(F1) Group (F2 )

• 272Cl)

.363(6)

.5150

.575(7)

.7270

.8180

.969(6)

36 .972(9) 32 .969(6)

36 ~972(9) 33 1.0000

36 ..~~ 972j_2..L-=~_~,-,=3 .:=.1. 0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1:0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000

37 l~OOOO 33 1.0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000----_._ .._-_._.----
N1 = 37 N2 = 33

4

7

24

19

10

9

13

12

16

Class

NL ····N2
N1 + N2

X2 =2 ..564, df:::::2,p<:.05
I
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experimental and control group in regard to the effect of

smoking on health after a six-lesson educational unit in

smoking. Scores of this subtestrelate what a teenager

knows about the effects of smoking on health and how much

he believes it. Both the experimental and control group

scored in the upper half of the possible scores. The

national mean score of 7000 American teenagers tested on

1 \l1aS 20.0 (U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1974). The mean

of the control group was a score of 21.4. The mean of the

experimental group was 20.5. The students of both the

the expe~imental grouprank~_d_~s_lightlyhigher

than the national average (see. Table 5, Appendix D).
tJ'

The second null h~pothesis: There will be no
\significant attitude change in regard to smoking between the

experimental and control group in the area of the rights of

non-smokers ..

The attitllde regarding rights of non-smokers was

determined by variations of agreement to the following

statements as part of the Teenage Self Test (U.S. Dept. of

HEW, 1974) using the Likert Scale Model on the posttest

inventory:

1. Cigarette smoke smells bad.

2. Cigarette smokers ShOllld be kept apart from non-

smokers in pUblic places.

3. I prefer the company of girls who don't smoke.
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4. Cigarette smoke should be forbidden inside public

places.

5. If I smoked around other people,Itakeaway their

right to breathe clean air.

This hypothesis was tested statistically by a

,Kolmogorov-Smirnov'test. The greatest difference of

frequency percentages appeared at score).20which was -.2350

2) • The following formula was used :

Nl N2
Nl + N2

whereD is the greatest percentage difference between the

and controlgroup,an.~N1 -and N2 represent the

number in the experimental and the number in the control

respectively (Bla lock, J.960 ).

The chi-square value of 3.853 with df = 2 :t::; belm... the

required for rejection of the, null hypothesis at

'the .05 level ofsignificancze. Therefore, <the null hypo-

thesis is not rejected.

Discussion

The researcher must fed.l tOrejec::t the null hypothesis,

that there is no significantattit'Udechange betWeen the

e:X:peri.rnerit:.aland controlg.t'oupinregard<to>the rights of

non-smokers after a six....lesson educational unit on smoki'ng ..

$cores of this subtest relate-the.extentto which smoking
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Table 2

Rights of Non-smokers
SUbtest 2

Score Frequencies
.Possible .Scores ·Experimental %. F i Control
onSubtest 2 Group (F1) Group .(~2)

%F2 Difference (D)
(FI -F2 )

3 .0810 1 .0300 .0510

3 .0810 5 .1515 - .0705

4 .1080 8 .2420 - .1340

5 .. 1350 9 .2727 - .1377

7 .1890 14 ~4240 I- • 2350 r
12 .3240 16 .4848 - .1608

18 .5450 - .1940

20 .5400 19 .5757 - .0357

22 .5946 21 .6360 - .0414

31 .8378 29 .8787 - .0409

32 .8648 29 .8787 - .0139

34 .9189 30 .9090 .0099

34 .9189 30 .9090 .0099

35 .9459 31 .9390 .0069

36 .9729 32 .9690 .0039

36 .. 9729 33 1.0000 - .0271

37 l~OOOO 33 1.0000 .0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000 .0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000 .0000

37 1.0000 33 1.0000 .0000

Nl = 37 ~2 = 33 D = -.2350

9

8

11

14

17

x2
= 3.853, df = 2, p( .05

Nl N2
N

l
+·N2

3.853
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people who do not smoke. The questions survey the

feeling that people who do not smoke have a right to

breathe unpolluted air. The mean score of 7000

•

mean score of the control group was 18 (see Table 6,

Appendix D).

signifi-

smokirigbetween the

experimental and control group in the area of the positive

of

The attitude regarding quality of life improvement

through smoking was determined by variations of agreement
,

to the following statements as part of the Teenage Self Test

S. Dept. of HEW, 1974) using the Likert Scale Model on

the posttest inventory.

1. People smokecigaret'l::es to help them think more

clearly.

2. Smoking cigarettes can help you enjoy life more.

3. People who smoke seem to be more at ease with

others.

4. Smoking cigarettes gives you a good feeling.

5. Smoking cigarettes seems to Il1ake good times even

better.

This hypothesis was tested statistically by a

Kolmogorov-SmirnoY test. The gJ:'eabest difference of fre-
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percentages appeared at score 12 which was .1327

(see Table 3). The following formula was used:

is the greatestpercentage·difference between the

experimental and control group,andNl andN2 represent the

control

group .respectively(Blalock, 1960).

The chi-square value of 1.221·withdf = 2 is;below

requiredforreJec'Eron~or~nenulT-nyp-otnesisat

the .05 level of significance. Therefore, the null hypo-

tnes.~s is not rejected.

The researcher must fail to reject· the null hypothesis,

is no significant attitude change between the

experimen'cal and controI.group in regard to the positive

effects of smoking. Scores in this sUbject relate the

feelings that teenagers have about the benefits of smoking,

unlike Subtests land 2 which both measure· negative feelings

about smoking. A high score orithisstibtest reflects the

feeling that smokers benefit frbrn.·srrtbking. The national

.m;;;,ou score of 7000teeriagers tested bn Subtest 3 was 12

(U.S. Dept. of HEW,1964). The mean of the experimental

group was 10.8. The mean score of" th,e .control group was
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Table 3

Positive Effects of Smoking
Subtest 3

% F Difference (D)
2 (F1-F2 )

.. 0000 .0000

.0000 .0000

.0000 .0000

.0000 .0000

.0000 .0000

.0000 .0270

.0000 .0270

.0300 - .0030

.0606 - .0336

.0909/ - .0369

.1210 - ~0130

.1818 .0612

.2727 I .1327 J

.3330 .0990

.4240 .1160

.• 5757 .0459

.6969 .0058

.7575 - .0008

.8480 .0439

.9090 .0910

1 .. 0000 0.0000

D = .1327

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1

2

3

4

6

9

11

14

19

23

25

28

30

33

.0000

.. 0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0270

.0270

.0270

.0544

.1080

.2430

.4050

.4320

.5400

.6216

.7027

.7567

.8919

1.0000

1 .. 0000

o
o
o

o
1

1

1

2

4

9

15

16

20

23

26

28

33

37

37

Score Frequencies
Experimental %.. ~l Control

Group (F
1

) Group (F2)

8

4

24

17

15

10.

20

22

13

12

~-----,--------

Class
Poss::Lbl.e Scores
oI1Stibtest 3

x2 = 1.221, df = 2, p< .05
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10.3 (see Table 7, Appendix D).

The fourth null h:tpothesis: There will be no J
significant attitude change in regard tO$mok~pgbetween

the experimental and control group in the area of manu

factured reasons for smoking.

The attitude regarding the belief that, even though

smoking is harmful to health, other reasons for smoking

the health disadvantages. This was determined by

variations of agreement to the following statements as

part of the Teenage Self Test <U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1974)

Scale .Model.au ..the._PQ..Sttest inv:~nt:_Q£Y..

1. It's okay for teenagers to experiment with

cigarettes if they quit before it becomes a habit.

2. Cigarette smoking is harmful only if a person

inhales.

3. There is no danger in smoking cigars or pipes.

4. Cigarettes low in tar and nicotine can't harm

your health.

5. Teenagers who smoke regularly can quit for good

anytime they like.

This hypothesis \'1as tested statistically by a

I<olmogorov-Smirnov test. The greatest difference of

frequency percentages appeared at score> 13 which was -.1646

(see Table 4). The following formula was· used:

Nl N2

]\h+N"2



Class
Possible Scores
onSubtest 4

Table 4

'Manufactured ·Reasons for Smoking
Subtest 4

Score Frequencies······ .
Experimental % F

1
Control

Group (F1) Group (F2)

44

Difference (D) .
(F1 -F

2
)

24 0 .0000 0

0 .0000 0

22 0 .0000 0

21 0 .0000 0

20 0 .0000 0

19 0 .0000 0

0 .0000 ()

17 0 .0000 0

16 0 .0000 1

15 0 .0000 1

14 0 .0000 4

13 4 .1081 9

12 8 .2162 12

11 12 .3240 13

10 16 .4320 18

9 20 .5400 21

8 26 .7027 23

7 29 .7830 27

6 35 .9459 29

5 35 .9459 32

4' 37 ,1.0000 33

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

x2 = 1.890, df = 2, P < .05

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0300

.0300
"'~'-;T2TO'~

.2727

.3636

.3939

.5450

.6360

';6969

.8180

.8'787

.9690

1.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

- .0300

- .0300

.1210

1- .1646 r
- .1476

- .0699

.1130

- .0960

.0058

- .0550

.0672

- .0231

.0000

D = -.1646
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greatest percentage difference between the

and cont~ol group, and and N2 represent the

ignore the health disadvantages of smoking.

\va s 13 (II-B.. Dept .of< HEvJ, 1974). The mean of

for smoking after a six-lesson educational uni.t

researcher must fail to reject the null hypothesis,

no signlrrcan-C-a-ft-itude change between-the

experimental and control group in regard to the manufactured

The national mean sCOre of 7000 American teenagers tested

number in the experimental and then.tlrll1:>~l:in the control

group respectively (Blalock, 1960).

The chi-square value of 1.890 with df =2 is below the

5.991 required for rej of the null hypothesis at the

.. 05 level of significance. Therefore'l:h~ 111111 hypothesis

rejec1t:ecl.

in smoking. Scores of this subtest reflect the extent to

the experimental group>was 10.0. The mean of the control

was 10.76 (see Table 8, AppendIx D).

The fifth null hypothesis: There will be no significant

attitude change in·regardtoslllbkifigbetween the experimental

and control group in the area of reasons for starting to

Discussion.

smc>ke.

The attitude regarding reasons used by teenagers for

starting to smoke cigarettes was determined by variations

part of the
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3. Most boys start smoking cigarettes tohecome more

Nl N2

N1 + N2

4. If you don't smoke cigarettes, other teenagers put

down.

under .. pre-s-sure-'-from-my--£r±-end-s·--te-BIRoke.

This hypothesis was tested sta'cistically by a

test. Thegreate~t difference of fre

quency percentages appeared at score>15 which was -.0870

5). The follow:i.ng formula was used:

Teenage Self Test (U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1974:) l.l::;ing the

iLikertScale Model ontheposttest inventory.

1. Most boys start smoking cigarettes because most

friends smoke.

2. Most girls start smoking cigarettes to attract

where Dis the greatest percentage difference between the

experimental and control group, and Nland N2 represent the

number in the experimen'cal and the number in the control

group respectively (Blalock, 1960).

The chi-square value of .528 with d.fi::: 21s below the

5.991 required for rejection of the null hypothesis at the

.05 level. of significance. Therefore, .the null hypothesis
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Reasons for starting to Smoke Cigarettes
Subtest 5

Class
Scores

SU]~tE!st 5

Score Frequencies
Experimental % Fl Control

(Fl ) Group (
Difference (D)

(FI -F2 )

.0000

.0000

- .0606

- .0336

- .0336

.0369

- .0400

- .0130

- .0468

l- .0870]
- .0765

- .0295

.0328

.0255

- .0102

- .0231

.0039

.0310

.0000

.0000

.0000

D = -.0870

•
• 0000

.0606

.0606

.0606

.;0909

.1210

.1210

.1818

.3030

.4545

.6060

.6969

.7575

.8480

.9690

.9640

.9690

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

.0000 0 -

.0000 0

.0000 2

.0270 2

.0270 2

.0540 3

.0810 4

• 4

.1350 6

.2160 10
.__._._.•31aQ._~ __ . ."",-,15",,---_

.5675 20

.7297 23

.7830 25

.8378 28

.9459 32

.972932

1.0000 32

1.0000 33

1.0000 33

1.0000 33

0

0

0

1

1

2

3

5

8

14

21

27

27

31

35

36

37

37

37

37

Nl = 37

8

7

24

10

13

12

16

19

22

21

x2 = .5280, df = 2, p<.OS
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The researcher must faiit() reJecftheniil1 hypo..

thesis, that there is no significant attitude change

between the experimental and control group in regard to

teenagers begin to smoke. Scores of this sub

relate why teenagers,feel their peers begin to smoke.

A high score indicafesteenagers believe their peers begin

to smoke to improve their social life and lessen'peer

a teenager believes her peers begin to smoke

for other reasons, her score will be low. The national

mean score of 7000 teenagers tested on Subtest 5 was 15

<U.S .. Dept. of HEW, 1974). The mean of the experimental

group was 13.8. The mean score of the, control group was

14.2 <see Table 9, Appendix D).

The sixth null hypothesis: There will be no signifi

cant attitude change in regard to smoking between the

and control group in the area of teenaged

presentation of a negative image.

The attitude score sho~ing the teenager's opinion of

a teenage smoker was determined by variations of agreement

to the following statements, a part of the Teenage Self

Test <U.S. Dept. of HEW,1974) using the Likert Scale

Model on the posttest inventory.

1. Teenagers who smoke cigarettes are more likely to

be troublemakers than those who don't.

2. A person who smokes is more'of a' follower than one
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who doesn't.

3.. Kids who smokeareshow....offs ..

4. Teenage smokers thirikthey are grown....;,up, but they

5. Teenage smokers think they look cool, but they

This hypothesis was test.edst.atfstIcallY by a Kolmo-

• frequency

percentages appeared at· score> 17 which was -.1335 (see

where D is the greatest percentage difference between the

experimental and controlgroup,andN1 and N2 represent

the number in the experimental and the number in the control

Nl N2
N1 +N2

6). The following formula was used:

(Blalock, 1960)",

The chi-square value of 1.243 with df = 2 is below the

5.991 required for rejection of the null hypothesis at the

.05· level of significance. Therefore,tl1e null hypothesis

is not rejected.

Discussion

The researcher must fail to reject the null hypothesis,

that there is no significant attitude change between the

and contro1 ...groupregardingteenage smok:ers'



Table 6

Are Teenaged Smokers 1lBadtt ?
Subtest 6

Score Frequencies
EossibleScores Experimental %oFl Control
on Subtest 6 Group (F1) Group (F2)

% F 2

50

Difference (D)
(F1 -F2 )

24

20

17

14

13

11

10

8

5

0 .0000 1

2 .0540 1

2 .0540 2

... 0540 5

4 .1080 6

6 .1620 9

10 .2700 13

13 .3513 16

18 .. 4860 17

21

23 .6216 21

24 .6486 23

27 .7297 24

31 ~8378 27

31 .8378 28

32 .··.8648 30

33 .8919 31

37 1.0000 31

37 l~OOOO 31

37 1.0000

37 1 .. 0000 33

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

x2 4 D2 N1 N2=
N1 + N2

x2 = 1.243, df = 2, p<. .05

.0300

.1300

.0606

.1515
·.. 1818

.2727

.3939

.4848

.5150

5757

.6360

.6969

.7270

.8180

.8480

.9090

.9390

.9390

.9390

1.0000

1.0000

-.0300

.0240

-.0066

-.0975

-.0731

-.1107

-.1239

[-.1335]

-.0290

-.0082

-.0144

-.0481

-.0027

.0198

-.0102

-.0442

- .. 0471

.0610

.0610

.0000

.0000

D = -.1335
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presentation of a .negative image following a six-lesson

education unit in smoking. Scores of this subtest relate

to critical feelings of teenagers about. the image of ,their

smoking peers. A high score on this test shows agreement

that smokers are showoffs, troublemakers, and trying to

appear more grown-up. The national mean score of 7000 teen

agers tested on Subtest 6 was 16 (U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1974).

of the experimental group was 15.5. The mean of the

control group was 16.15 (see Table 10, Appendix D).

The seventh null hypothesis: ,There will be no

attitude chang.e...in,.reg.ard._tO-__.smoking_heb."leen the

experimental and control group in the area of feelings

toward authority.

The attitude regarding feelings toward authority was

determined by variations of agreement to the. following

statements as part of the Teenage Self Test (U.S .. Dept. of

HEW, 1974) using the Likert Scale Model on the posttest

inventory.

1. I feel good knowing I can turn to my parents for

advice.

2. Adults try to stop teenagers from smoking just to

show their power (scored negatively).

3. It annoys me thatmYPgrents have so much control

over things I want to do (scored negatively).

4. I wish I were older than I am now (scored nega

tively) ..
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• A teenager should be able to do the things he wants

to do when he wants to do them (scored negatively).

This hypothesis was tested statistically by a Kolmo

gorov-Smirnov test. The greatest difference of frequency

percentages appeared at'> 19 which was .1187 (see Table 7).

The following formula was used:

Nl N2

1'Jl + N2

where D is the greatest.· percentage difference between the

and coritroIgroup;-ana--N~nd-N2representthe

number in the experimental and the nUmb~r in the control

respectively (Blalock, 1960).

The chi-square value of .9830 with df = 2 is below the

required for. rejection of the .null hypothesis at the

.05 level of significance. Therefore, the null :typothesis is

rejected.

Discussion

The researcher must fail to reject the null hypothesis,

that there is no significantatt:i.tude<change between the

experimental and cont.rolg.r:oupin..r:egardto the feelings

teenagers have toward authority after a six....lesson educa-

-ti-erial unit in smoking ~ Sec::>i"es of this subtest relate the

extent to which teenagers accept authority from their parents

and others. It reflects how an individual feels about
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Feeling Toward Authority
Subtest 7

Score Frequencies
E~peJ=inle~Ltal %~1 . Control

(F
1

) Group (F2)
%F2

24

20

17

15

14

13

12

10

8

4

0
0

0

3

7

10

13

20

22

24

25

29

32

34

35

37

37

37

37

37

37

N1 = 37

.0000 0 .0000

~OOOO 0 .0000

.0000 0 .0000

0810 1 .0300

.1890 .0909

.2700 5 .1515

.3510 .3030

.5400 17 .5150

.5946 19.5757

.6486 23 .6969
~~-675-6--~-~~~ 26--------;7878--

.7830 26 .7878

.8648 28 .8480

.9189 30 .9090

.9459 31 .9390

1.0000 32 .9690

l~OOOO 32 .9690

1.0000 32 .9690

1.0000 33 1.0000

I~OOOO :33 1.0000
1.0000

N2 = 33

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0510

- .0981

I .11871

.0480

.0250

'!0189

- .0483

- .1122

- .0048

- .0168

.0099

.0069

.0310

.0310

.0310

.0000

.0000

.0000

D = .1187

.)C2 = .983, df=2, p'(.05
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satisfying his own needs in relation to ne~ci~:initiatedby

others.. Those with.lowscores seekmore.independence than

those teenagers with high scores. The national mean score

Ie >.>•..••••...•....•.•••.•..•.......................•• 0=f=..••....•....7.•...000 teenagers tested on SUbtest 7 was 20 (U.S. Dept. of

HEW, 1974). The mean of the experimental group was 21.08.

The mean of the control group was 22.48 (see Table 11,

Appendix D).

There will be no significant

attitude change in regard to smoking between the experi-

and control group ... in the area of control of one t sown

attitude·-re~garding--contro-l--o:f-efle·'--s-o\vn······future

was determined by variations of agreement to' the following

as part of the Teenage Self Test (U.S. Dept. of

HEW, 1974), using the Likert Scale Model on the posttest

1... Nakil1g Bomething of my life is important to me.

2. I use my own set of values to decide what I will or

-will not do.

3. I don't want to get hooked on anything, including

cigarettes.

4. I can control the kind of person'· I will become.

5. I do not want to be just one of the crowd.

This hypothesis was tested statistically by a Kolmo

gorov-Smirnov test. The greatest difference of frequency

percentages appeared at score) 21 which was -.2342 (see

fOllowing .. formulawas .used:
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Table 8

Control of My Future
Subtest 8

Difference (D)
(F

1
-F2 )

% E'2
Score Frequencies

Possible Scores Experimenta1%Fi Control
of Subtest 8 Group (F1) Group (

D = - .2342

- .0369
- .1340

- .1878

I - .2342 [

- .1870

- .1793

.0099

.0910

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0540 3 .0909

.1080 8 .2420

.2970 16 .4848

.. 4324 22 .6660

.5400 24 ~ 7270

.7297 30 .9090

..9189 30 .9090

1.0000 30 .9090

1.0000 32 1.0000

1~.-OO-Qn-----~~--33-----~--~.nQQQ_-__ .

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1_0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1 ..0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

1.0000 33 1.0000

2

4

11

16

20

27

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

N1 = 37

5

8

20

23

22

11

14

13

17
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Nl N2

Nl + N2

~ __ _ ,~"=~ •....... D the greatest percentage difference between the

and control group, and N1and N2 represent the

experimental and number.in the control group

respectively (Bla10ck,19GO)~

is below the

5.991 required for. rejection of the null hypothesis at the

significance. Therefdre, the null hypothesis is

··Discussion

The researcher must fail to reject the null hypothesis,

is no significant attitude change between the

experimental and control group in .the area of control of one's

a six...lesson educational unit in smoking.

subtest relate the extent to vlhich teenagers

believe in their abllity to decide the type of person they

become. A high score on this subtestreflects the belief

of teenagers controlling their own destiny. The national mean

score of 7000 teenagers tested on SUbtest 8 was 21 (U.S.

Dept. of HEW, 1974). The mean of the experimental group was

5 ~see Table 12,

Appendix D).
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The ninth null hypothesis: There will be nousignificant:

difference in smoking bel'iavi6,rhetweeritheexperimental and

control group.

behavior 'was determined by a. yes or no answer

toa researcher-made statement, "I smoke cigarettes," on

the posttest inventory (see Appendix C). Answers of Uyes"

or "nolt were counted by the researcher . for the experimental

fuuu ••.u••u..:.,.:.u u.:~..•...••.•.••..•::.•aZ:ld c()n1:r<:>l group. This hypothesis was tested statistically

by using a 2 x 2 chi-square test comparing students who

answered yes or no in the experimental and control group.

Nine females answered yes and 28 answered no in the experi-

mental group. Fourteen answered yes and 19 answered no in

the control group (se.e Tables 3&4, Appendix D).

Smoking':Behavior

Experimental Control
Group Group

I smoke 9 14 23

All I do not
SUbjects smoJce 28 19 47

Total 37 33 N = 70

x2
= 2.59025, df = 1, p(.OS
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The chi-square value of 2.59025 ""it.l1 cl:f::::: 1 is belm'1 the

3.84 required for rejection of the nulLhypothesis at the .05

level of significance. Therefore, the null hypothesis is not

•

/

The researcher must fail fo reject the null hypothesis,

that·there Is no significanf dffxerence in smoking behavior

group after a six

lesson educational unit in smoking. Though less of the

experimental group smoked at the end of the unit than the
·i··············~···~··~···~·~·~·····~~~·-c-·-c----_···_·· .

control group, it is not a significant difference.

The tenth null hypothesis: There will' be no significant

in the nuffiberof cigarettes smoked per day by

in the experimental and control group.

Srnoking behavior was determined by category check anS\ver

statement:

of cigarettes I smoke per day is:

a. 1 5 cigarettes per ~ay.

b. 6 - 10 cigarettes per day.

c.

d.

e.

11 - ].5 cigarettes per d~y.

16 .- 20 cigarettes per day ..

21 - 30 cigarettes per day ..

'f"more than30cigaret'bes per day. (see Appendix c.)

Answers checked in specific categories were counted by

the researcher for the experimental and control group.. Only
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answers a and b were used by the sUbjects.

This hypothesis was tested statistiqallyby using a

2 x 2 chi-square test comparing students who "had answered

in category a (1 - 5 cigarettes per day) and b (6 - 10

cigarettes per day).

Nine females indicated they smoked 1 - 5 cigarettes per

Number 6f Cigarettes· Smoked Per Day

12

Control
Group

9

Experimental
Group

1 - 5 cigarettes/day

day and no females indicated they smoked 6 - 10 cigarettes

in the experimental group. Twelve females indicated

they smoked 1 - 5 cigarettes per day and two females

indicated they smoked 6 - 10 cigarettes per day in the

(see Tables~~3~_&_A.,_A.ppendix-n>-. ~_~ ...._

The chi-sqllarevalueofl.4082 withdf=lis below the

3.84 required for rejection of 'l::he nUll hypothesis at the .05

2X =1.4082, df =1, P .05

6 - 10 cigarettes/day

To·l::al

o

9

2

14

level of significance. Therefore, the null hypothesis is

not-rejected.

Discussion

to. reject>thentil1 hypothesis
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Even. though findings were

cigarettes smoked per day between the experimental and

1974),aft~#i.;lsix-lessoneducational unit

last two null hypotheses considered behavior changg{i.;lzP

control.group after a six-lesson educational unit in

attitude awareness from verbalaridinon....verJ5al

smoking. Though more of the control group sUbjects

from 6 - 10 cigarettes per day (2 and 0), it is not a

significant difference.

researcher-made inventory.

Surnm~ry:

The results of analysis of data collected during

study <$uppoJ:'ted the acceptance of all the null

ThefiJ:'E>'t;~:i.9ht null hypotheses dealt with attitude

g$mea$uJ:'~(tbY the Teenage Self 'L'est (U.S.

that there is no significant difference in the number of

-a-six....lesson-...educa±ional~-unit

unit. However, the

did not $ubstantiate

of

a had a range of

7 - 12). A more

I
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sensitive instrument may have measured the hypotheses

differently.

In the behavior inventory, qUestion two; regarding

of ltl_ 5,cigarettes per day,ll "6 - 10

cigarettes per day,1t "11 - 15 cigarettes smoked per day,"

etc., only two sUbjects marked the second category and no

subjects marked categories succeed:i.ng that~ The remaining

ttl ... 5 cigarettes per day, It in both the

experimental and control group. Smaller ranges in the

nufnber of cigarettes srnoked per day would have made the

Of interest is the observation that all sUbjects

tended to report more positive attitudes toward non-smoking

than the average scores of teenagers nationally. Reasons

may include the sUbjects I background and environ

ment. The sUbjects typically belong to the middle socio

class and seem genuinely concerned with the quality

of life.

Improving the quality of life is a major concern of

health educators~ As health educators we are assuming more

respons:i.bilityfo~ the· prevention rather than the cure of

health problems. Research substantiates the importance of

prevention in the area.ofsmoking. We, as teachers, can play

a viable role in educating youth about the importance of this

prevention. An attitudinal and behavioral change educational

elevate the
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of the field of health education as a means for

improving the of life. This study was an attempt

to accomplish this.



· cHApTER

CONCLUSIONS

Summary

purpose of this study was to evaluate a smoking

unit designed for high school students in the areas of

and behavior change. Asix....lesson educational

unit was developed and tested. This educational unit

contained factual information, value clarification tech-

activity projects, and large group discussions. The major

objective of the unit was clarification of the students'

values about their smoking attitudes and behavior. The

educational unit is included in Appendix A of

this study.

The first eight null hypotheses examined completed the

area of attitude changein.this <study:

1. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

.group in the area of .effectof smoking on one's health.

2. There will be nb significant attitude change in

regard to smoking be'l::ween the experimental and control

group ,in the area the rightsofnoh....srriokers.

3. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking betwe.en thee:x;perimental and control group

63
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in the area of the positive effects of smoking.

4. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimt;!nta:J,gnc! control

group in the area of manufactured reasons for smoking.

5. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control group

in the area of reasons for starting.to smoke.

• There will be no significantattitUd.e change in

regard to smoking between experimental and control

group in the area of teenaged srno~ers'presentationof a

7. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control group

in the area of feelingstowardautho.rity.

8. There will be no significant attitude change in

regard to smoking between the experimental and control

in the area o£control·ofone's own future.

The last two null hypotheses examined dealt with

behavior changes:

9. There will be no significant difference in smoking

behavior between the experimental and the·control group.

10. There will be no significant difference in the

number of cigarettes smoked per day by smokers in the experi

mental and control group.

The freshman females, who were enrolled during second

sernelStt;!r, .. 1978-1979, atOnalas:kaHighSchool , Onalaska,
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Wisconsin, were randomly sampled bycomputer.to serve in

an experimental and controlgroupduringMarch,1979.

Thirty-seven females were il1theexperimentdl group and 36

initially chosen .for the control group.

Because of extended absenteeism the number of control group

SUbjects dropped to 33.. Posttest.resultsinclUded 37

e"perimental SUbjects and 33c.on1:rolSiil:>Jects~

educa

tional unit in smoking as a treatment. The control group

received a six-lesson al'l:erl1dteunit in health. All

_~ JeCT"-c received a-pos£Ee-sf;-wnic:rr--"onry-' cons1.st-e-d---of -the

Teenage Self Test and a researcher-made smoking behavior

test.

The data was analyzed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

the first eight- hypotheses ·regarding-..-attitude toward

smokfng, and chj-square tests for the last two hypotheses

smoking b~havior. A". 051evel of significance was

chosen for the study ..

Results of the resea.rch indicated that the null hypo

theses were not rejected on all ten of the stated null

hypotheses since hone of the results were significant sta

tistically.

Conclusions

On the basis of the results of data analysis in this

study i twas concluded that -thel1e.isno .._-significant differ-
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ence in attitudes toward smoking or smoking behavior after

a six-lesson educational unit on smoking, as measured by

the Teenage Self Test and a researchet'~mgge§Il1()l<:ing behavior

inventory.

Implications

The failure of this study to show significant change

may be due to the fact that.most teenagers have formed

primary grades. A

high school educational unit may be too late to change

behavior or attitudes. When students were asked after the

study was completed when they had formed their attitudes

about smoking, it was a general consensus of opinion that

most students had formed their attitudes around the second

grade.

One effect this unit maY/have had which was not a

priu,ary purpose., and t!1el:'e:Eore was not measm:ed, was to

teenaqers' perception of the attitudes of their

peers. D1.1ringthe education Urii:t,\Vhenstudents were asked

which things surprised them the most about their peers in

the class, most students reported that they had perceived

their peers' attitudes differen.tlythanbefore the small

group discussions.

The unit lasted for only six lessons and had not been

formally reinforced with earlier smoking kno\-lledge since

middle primary grade health classes. The length of the unit
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may have been too short and too isolated to result in

significant· change.

The researcher noticed during the teaching· of the

students became more aware of their attitudes

toward smoking. It is logical that one must become aware

of his attitudes before any change 'l:akes place. The

researcher feels that one must also change attitudes before

changecah occur. Perhaps if measurement for

this study \'1ou1d have been awareness of attitudes rather

attitude change, significahtresults may have been

•

Recommendations

This study reports the· results of research concerning

evaluation of an educational unit regarding smoking

attitudes and behavior. The. greatest benefit to the

s been the realization of how difficult it is

andbehavioriina formal educational

setting.

Since the conclusions of this study resulted in no

significant attitude or behav$orcharJ.ge concerning smoking

in ninth grade females at the .05 level of significance,

the following recommendations for future research are

heeded:

1. An educa'l:ional unit clarifying values about smoking

could be taught ata younger level. It would seem appropriate
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to teach a unit on smoking value clarif~~~t~on at the

elementary level. Activities and information would need

to be appropriate for the age of the child.

2. The presen~ unit could be used, but be preceded

by other smoking value clarification units at the junior

high or middle school level.

3. The attitudinal testing instrument, The Teenage

, which was used for· measurement in this study

was found to be too broad to measure minute attitude change.

SUbjects were able to guess what they should answer

wording-of---'l;he-ques-i;-ien-Slr-[!he--'reenage Self

T~stappeared to produce a ceiling effect on attitude when

so many students scored in the upper quartile. A more

appropriate instrument is needed to measure attitude change.

4. The researcher ....rnade behavior testing instrument

appeared to have the categories that were too Droad. One

to five cigarettes, which was one category, should be

broken down to. categories withprnallerranges before the

study is repeated.

5. Attitude awareness could be measured using the same

educational unit rather than attitude change.

6. The further development of teaching units at all

levels regarding smoking needs.to.be developed to aid in

the goal of producing healthier adults.
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APPENDIX A

LESSON PLAN ONE

A. The experimental group of students will

participate in a discussion by answering ques

tions from today's handouts with al~stuaents

responding during their turn.

B. Each student will demonstrate her listening

behavior by rephrasing at least one answer or

generalizing at least one attitude of others in

her group in a total class discussion led by

the teacher.

III. Procedure:

A. Divide students in groups of five to seven people•.

A leader is chosen by the group. The leader asks

the questic>n$that are to be discussed (see

Handout #l-small group question for lesson one).

While each student is answering the question,

the other students in the group listen to the

responder. The instructor joins each group for a
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few minutes and takes her turn in answering

the question being discussed by that group.

If she finds she is·irihibiEirig rreeresponses by

the. studeI1:t:$, she (instructor l moves on to the

next group. This sequence continues until all

questions are answered.

B. Summary:

Students one group. Large group

questions (see Handout #2-large group discussion

questions for lesson one) are discussed by the

entire groijp~~~~-~Students~are· encouragea--Eorreely

answer questions.

Materials Needed:

A. Handout #1 titled "Small Group Questions"

B. Handout #2 titled "Large Group Discussion"

V.. References:

Dept. of HEW, Public Health Servic;e, Center

for Disease Control. Teenage· Self Test--Cigarette·

.Smoking. Document No. 732-187/193, Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing. Office, 1974.
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APPENDIX A

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS

(U.S. Dept. ofHEW,~~.'74-)
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you se.e teenage girls smoking, what are some of
the reasons that would make it difficult for them
to quit anytime they wished?

Why·do you feel some teenagers feel smoking is a
smart thing to do?

to, neVer start smo:k;:i,ng than to have
feel that way?

4. Why do teenagers who smoke think it will improve
their popularity?

!,"....~."..~.~..~~~.~ ..~~~__"__.25-!--±~~~~§lgE~d smokers sometimes f~el smoking makes them
appear more grown up. Why do they feel that way?

6. Does smoking help you think more clearly? Why or
Why not?

7. If you would sIllokeorily a'year,what are the chances
for any harm to come to your body? to your mind?

do you feel about the government research in
smoking?

If you become a mother, what will you tell your
children about smoking?

10. How easy wou;td 1..tbefor<a regular smoker to quit
smoking?

11. Many teenaged smokers feel smoking helps them enjoy
life more. How do you feel about that statement?

12. If your parents would not be able to stop smoking,
what kinds of feelings would you experience?

13. Many new cigarettes are low in tar and nicotine. Do
you feel it is safe to smoke if you use these brands?

14. Your boyfriend begins smoking. What is your reaction?

15. Lung cancer and heart disease can be caused by many
factors. Is the emphasis on smoking as a related cause
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• When you are in a smoke-filled room, how do you feel?

17. What are the most important factors that will
influence your decision to· smoke· or not?

18.
d"···_·····,·O_··~_···__ ··,,·· ,_··_,,,'·'·'·M.• _"_·__,__,,__

How could the turmoil built into your teenage years
relate to your decision to smoke?

of a.u'..L. ..... ..L.~.y

How do social factors influence teenager's decision
to smoke?

How do psychological factors influence teenager's
decision to smoke?

future affect your decision to smoke?

24. What are the benefits of smoking?

25. What does smoking do for your self concept?

26. What would you do to help a friend of yours who thinks
he<has a problem becoming a habitual smoker but
doesn't want to become one?

23. How does your belief in the concept

are some boys. attracted to g1rls who smoke?

22. Why do some teenagers smoke even when they have been
told it's bad for their health?

27. If you want to look more grown-up, what could you do
to look that way?

28.. Do you think most teenagers who smoke want to? Why?

29. What would you do if all your friends smoked and you
really didn't want to?

30. How do you believe most teenagers feel about girls who
smoke?

19.

31. How do you feel about teenagers who smoke?

32. What effect does smoking have on a teenager's feelings
about himself?

33. How much can you control your future?

34. What are your feelings when an adult has a sayC)bout
what you do?
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36.

How much do you really know about the effects of
smoking'?

What kind of rights would a teenager· have if an adult
smoker would make his breathinguncQmfQt'ti:lple in a
small room'?

the government make smoking illegal? Why or
why not?

82

38. Is there a relationship between self concept and
smoking'? What is it?

39. What would make you decide to experiment with smoking'?

~~~~~~ not to smoke?



· Handout #2

APPENDIX A .

LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

1. What answer surprised you the most?

answer did you feel was the most unlike your
feelings'?

answer did you consider the most enlightening?

Who in your group feels the most like yoU?

answers were the least like yours?

Who in your group tends to make their own decisions
about behavior the most often?

Who would you like to be similar to in your group'?
·i~m:~'.c...~~•.•~~~~.•~~~ ..---~-_ .._-~_....

Which member of your group will bea good leader?

Who in your group knows the most about the effects
of smoking'?

Who has the most rebellious'feeling in your group?

Who is less likely togo along with the crowd in
your group'?

Who feels the most peer pressure in your group? .
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APPENDIX A

LESSON .PLAN TWO

I. Concepts:

Lesson two will introduce the topic of self-concept.

II. Behavioral Objectives:

A. The experimental students will be able to orally

explain the term self-concept in their own words

listening to today's lecture and partici

pating in self-concept experiences.

B. experiIIl~p.tac~__~!:ucl~~1=-~,- will----llilrtic-ip.ate in
··i"···_·"·_·_····~----~-·--~···--'-C'"=·---------·-·-_._ .. -.

the "My Self-Concept Profil~' and the paper house

building project.

C. The experimental students will complete the

nDiscoveringWh~You AreH and will write a

paragraph about her own self concept.

Procedure:

A. The.studentscompleteaself concept profile

(see handout #3- t 'MySelf. Concept Profile Star)

with simple drawings, cartoons or words. The

instructor circulates around the room giving sup-

port and help as the students demonstrate their

feelings graphically.

B. Lecture#l is presented. (The instructor leads a

lecture-discussion about self concept.)
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APPENDIX A

LECTURE #1 FOR LESSON TWO (Sasse, 1978, a)

What is the Self?

lJIliquenessof an,individual is based on our appearance,

experiences, goals, thoughts, and ideas. This uniqueness

makes up the selfandthe.self is the core of the person-

ality.

'How DO We Differ from Others?

We differ from others in four ways. Physically our

appearance,:fingerpr:it:l't:_~_L~!f?ic~_p~'t:terns, the amount of

sleep we need, the amount of food we need, etc. These items

and many others are different for each of us. Intellec-

tually we have different abilities in different areas.

Emotionally we each have a different ability to relate to

others and different kind of close:Celationships.

Where Do These Selves 'ComeFrom?

Our selves·come·from different influences. The family

is the most important influence. The unmolded child is

molded by his experience within the family.

Our peers, those in our age group,hegin to assume

importance once we start school.

Whc:rt:: Are Some· of the Ways These people Can Influence the

,Self or the Developing Personality?

People tend to have patterns in treating others. Some
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patterns are good for our feelings about ourselves and

some are not good. Parents treat children ina variety of

ways depending on their personalities;i:hesiftlations,

.!c ••..••.••.••.•. ·c ...•.••.••••••..••• L •••••.•••·.•.•·....cc....t.':',~h.,':e;l::'<::'"'J::'~~.~ involved, and many others. The "lays in which

parents treat their children include, but are not limited

to the following: pampering, questioning, defending,

praising, ridicUling, ignoring, andmfsunderstanding.

III. Procedure:

C. Lecture #2 is presented.

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #2 FOR LESSON TWO

time we will complete a project. Each \vill

have a label on your back that will explain how you will be

treated in your group. All the time you're working as a

group the other people in the group will relate to you

according to the directions on your back. Don't tell

anyone what is on their back until after the activity is

over. The activity I want you to do is this: Ina small

group I want you to build a fantastic house out of paper,

tape, and magic markers. Try to be as creative as possible.

The students are then placed into groups of six or·

seven. Each student in the group receives a label pinned

to her shirt back, which she is not allowed to see.
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~~._--~-_ -'._~ ~..-., Iiabel.s (Sasse, 1978, a) read Ask Me, Defend Me, Praise Me,

. Rid~cule Me, Ignore Me, Pamper Me, Misunderstand Me.

Using construction P?per, tape, scissors, a!"l(:lIllagic

markers students attempt to build a three dimensional house

treating others in the group according to their

label. After the house is completed, students are asked

to relay their feelings about tl1~ ,l::'()l~ tl1~Y J?l.ayed.

are encouraged toce>Inpa,l::'e this activity to ways

the development of self

conc.ep't. {Note: Instructor must know students well so

care must be taken not:t:~....!_~b~~:!=udent~ \<lith poor. selfr""·;···""·····""····__·····~·_·~··_~-~··_-_· -_..·_·

concepts with negative labels.>

III.. procedure:

P. Lecture #3 is presented.

APPENDIX'A

LECTURE #3 FOR.LESSON'I'WO (Sasse, 1978, a)

What kinds of feelings did you have while you were

playing that role? How does this relate to real life?

The good and badexpe.rieric:es which each person has had

result in what we think about the unique self we have and

this idea is called self concept.

From the activity experience, what do you think a

child's self concept would be like if one received· this
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year after year? One would begin to act as one

is treated.

What Are Positive and Negative Self Concepts?

self concept is seeing yourself asa

competent, and likable person. A negative self

concept involves lacking the confidence to run your daily

lives.

have. ]:)¢ocl1negi3tive positive feelings

about themselves. People with negative self concepts deal

mostly with those negative feelings. People with positive

concepts deal with positive feelings.

What Kind of Family and School Experienc:es Build

a Positive Self Concept?

Respect and love from the family and relationships

with our friends that center on acceptance of us tend to

self concept.

So-...the three major aspec:ts of self concept are:

1. how you see yourself

2. how others see you

3. how you· respond to others' judgments

All people have a combination of strengths and weak

nesses. Strength is any skill, talent, ability or trait

you cope in your everyday life. Aweakhess is

anything that keeps you from coping. People with good self

concepts dwell on strengths; people with poor self concepts
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dwell on their weaknesses •

. How Do We Protect Our Poor Self Concepts?

To protect our self concepts we try to hide our

One way is by playing roles or

wearing masks to hide our inner feelings. Another is

deferidingi::he self by putting upa wall. As an example:

We· feel unlovable so we put up·defenses to keep others

A lot of time and effort goes into proving to others

we are worthwhile individuals. Some of the ways we do

this is changing the sUbject, bein~ silent in a group,

criticizing others and bragging. The trouble with these is

defenses are usually more offensive than the

they are trying to protect.

What Are the20sitive Ways tOAcc~.Et our S..elf?

often seek out i::he experiences we can handle well.

will make us feeL good about ourselves.

We can seek friends who expect us to be ourselves, and not

try to change everything about us. Finally we can

positively work on our weaknesses. Those defenses may

never have to be devised if we work on eliminating the

weakness.



Procedure:

E. Summary

The instructor hands out IfDiscovering Who You

Are" (handout #4) (Sasse, 1978, b) worksheet to

each student. Students complete the sentences

with immediate reactions. The instructor asks

the students to write one paragraph summarizing

their self concept using the handout for

reference.

Materials Needed:

#3 - ttMySelf Concep:t:_.Pro£ile_.S:t:ar..'.!- ..

Labels entitled: Ask Me, Defend Me, Praise Me,

Ridicule Me, Ignore Me, Pamper Me, Misunderstand Me

Magic markers

Scissors

Construction paper

Transparent tape

Handout #4 - "Discovering<vlho You Are"

V. References:

Sasse, Connie R., Person to Person, Peoria, Ill.:

Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1978, pp. 24-43, a.

Sasse, Connie R., Person to Person Student Guide,

Peoria, Ill.: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc.,1978,

pp. 33 & 34, b.
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Handout #3

APPENDIX A

MY SELF CONCEPT PROFILE STAR
(The Influences That uMakeMe A Startt)
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teachers

girlfriends

siblings
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This activity was designed to lielp~youexr>loreyour
ideas and explore your feelings about the content of

.~you,l;'self concept. Complete the following sentences with
the first thoughts that enter your mind. There are no
right or wrong answers in this activity.

APPENDIX A

"DISCOVERING WHO YOU AREtt

The song that means the most to me is

What I like most about myself is

A person who brags

I am afraid of

I am proud

I believe in

2.

7.

1.

4.

6.

8. Tne emotion I find hardest to control is

9. A self-accepting person is

10. ~fuen I feel depressed I

11. My biggest worry is

12. I hide my feelings about

13. The person with the biggest influence on me is

14.. My self concept

15. My most important strength is

16. I wear a mask when

17. I can accept that I am

18. I am most different from my friends in that

19. My emotions
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• I use silence to

21.

22.

23.

My peers are

Self acceptance is

My weaknesses

24.

25.

I use defenses to protect myself when

When I am with others

conclusions can you draw from this activity?

completing thisaboutWhat did you
activity?

Copyright, 1978, by Connie R.Sasse. Used with permission
of the publisher, Chas.A. Bennett Co., Inc., Peoria,
Illinois.
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LESSON PLAN THREE
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I. Concepts:

three will provide background knowledge about

the circulatory, respiratory, and nervous systems and

how this information relates to smoking.

II. Behavioral Objectives:

A. The student will label three diagrams (using body

parts relevant to smoking) of the respiratory

system, circulatory system, and nervous system
i~;';'·~~';'~··_~""'~~·~~·~~~~--~···············.

while the instructor lectures about the three

systems.

B. The student will complete the hidden sentence in

the fill-in-the-blank worksheet.

C. After the student has written the hidden sentence,

she will discuss a relationship between smoking

and self concept by expressing her opinion in .

a written paragraph of how the hidden sentence

relates to smoking.

XII. Procedures:

A. The instructor hands out the diagrams of the

systems--handout #s titled tiThe Respiratory Systemn ,

handout #6 titled nThe CirCUlatory Systemn , and

handout #7 titled tlThe Nervous Systemu • Students

fill them in while the instructor presents a
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lecture titled "The Effects of Smoking on the

Respiratory, Circulatory, and Nervous Systemtt

(Lecture #1, Lesson

B. Lecture #1 is presented.

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #1 FOR·LESSONTHREE
The Respiratory System (Needle, 1975)

The respiratory system enables the body to get oxygen

air which we need to sustain life. To get air

a largemuscre-caIlea~tne aiapnragm.--c---

Air comes in the nose or mouth. Next it goes to the

and from there to the trachea. On the bottom of the

trachea we have bvobranches called the bronchial tubes •

get inside the alveoli

tube there is a smallai.r sac called the alveoli.

oxygenistaken.from. the air. They are

wrapped by tiny capillarieswhichare<small blood vessels.

alveoli walls are very thin the red blood cells

travelling through the capillaries are able to gather the

from the air. They· exchange this oxygen for waste

gases such as carbon dioxide which has been brought back by

all parts of the body by the blood cells. These gases go

through the walls of the alveoli and wait to be exhaled

through the nose or mouth.

• ,L"CO::> 'C. tUbes divide into smaller and smaller ones • At the
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the body of the foreign particles.

When tobacco smoke is inhaled it follows the same route

as air. Many of the smoke substances are trapped in the

mucus and cilia. The rest go into the alveoli. Many of the

substances remain there even after the smoke is exhaled.

The alveoli eventually lose their flexibility after

smoking and are unable to expel the smoke sub-

stances ..

Part of the irritati:ngeffect that tobacco smoke has

on the respiratory system is caused by the solid particles

in the smoke and nine separate gases which irritate the

respiratory system.

It is also believed that one substarice in smoke make,S

the cilia stop working for as long as 20 minutes after a

cigarette.
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The Circulatory System

The blood, blood vessels, and heart make up the

circulatory system. The circulatory system supplies the

body with oxygen and ,nutrients. Oxygen comes through the

capillaries that surround the alveoli in the lungs and

enters the circulatory system. The circulatory system also

removes wastes. After going through the lungs and picking

the blood enters the heart. The pumping heart

distributes oxygen to the rest of the body. At the same

time it picks up waste materials and carbon dioxide. The

solid and liquid wastes. Then the blood returns to the

heart and is pumped to the lungs again. There it drops off

its gas wastes and picks up oxygen again.

Effects of Smoking on the Circulatory System

Smoking substances follow the same pathway as the

A:fterthey·eriter .the blood through the capillaries

the heart pumps them throughout the body. Some of these

are absorbed by the organs and tissues.

When nicotine, one substance in cigarette smoke, enters

the heart it makes it beat 15 to 20 times faster per minute.

It also causes the blood vessels to contract which·causes

the blood pressure to rise. Therefore, less oxygen is

carried through the blood vessels.
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The Nervous System

One of the parts of the body which the blood delivers

smoke substances to is the nervous system. The nervous

system includes the brain, the spinal column and the

nerves. The nervous system gives the body awareness of

itself and the world around it. It controls the other

and helps them work properly. To work properly the

~~_.._"._.~._ffl'. __·~·_,__·

substances picked up by the blood-reach the brain

How Smoke Leaves the Body

When a beginning smoker inhales tobacco smoke, dizziness

Effects of Smoking on the Nervous S~stem

nervous system which controls the stomach.

that are partly responsible for this are nicotine

and carbon monoxide. Nicotine tends to speedup the

~~.a,J..u must have a continuous supply of oxygen.

almost immediately because the brain is close to the heart.

When we don't get enough oxygen in our

brain, dizziness occurs. Carbon monoxide is absorbed into

the blood stream more easily than oxygen and therefore

replaces some of it. Nicotine affects the part of the

occurs ~nd his stomach may become upset. The two

A smoker who does not inhale keeps about one-tenth of

smoke substances in the body. A person who inhales will

retain about nine-tenths of the smoke SUbstances.
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return to the alveoli via the blood stream and are

exhaled. Some go through the pores via perspiration. Most

of the substances leave the liver kidneys.

Procedures:

C. The instructor hands out a worksheet entitled

t1Find the Hidden Sentencett (Handout #8). The

students fill in Part I of the worksheet and

complete Part II.

In Part 1I1:hey are instructed to make a sentence

letters.

D. Summary:

The students are instructed to write a paragraph

explaining how this sentence relates to smoking

behavior.

IV. Materials Needed:

A. Respiratory System Diagram (Handout #5)

B. Circulatory System Diagram (Handout #6)

C. Nervous System Diagram (Handout #7)

D. uf'ind the Hidden Sentencetl(Hartdout #8)

v. References:

Needle, Richard H.. ,BasicConcepts of Tobacco and

Smoking" River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw Brothers

Publishers, 1975,pp.30....37.
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APPENDIX A

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
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CD No~e
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Handout #6

APPENDIX A

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM ..
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APPENDIX A

"FIND THE HIDDEN SENTENCE"

•

stc@
substa~.es

~tems
tobaqf;.b smoke
urkough
w«§:te

(J)un9S
m6tion
@Dves
mt@s

(IDuscle
ner@ms system

WOrd List

The underlined word is the answettaken from the

@:Khaled
foreign parti~s
@et$
@eart
imrtlSdiately
infiales
Ie@:;
liv@

Fill in the blanks with the words from the list. Be sure to
circle the letters which are circled in the list as you fill

1. We expand a @uscle called the· diaphragm to take in air.

2. The respiratory system enables the body to take o~en
from the air.

3. Air~ into the body through the mouth and nose.

4. At the bottom of the trachea we have two branches called
the b.t@nchial tubes.

5. At the end of each smaller bronchial tube is an air sac
called an alv§§li.

6. Alveoli are wrapped by small bloc@2vessels called
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7. Red blood cells exchange oxygen for ~~e products at
the site of the alveoli.

18. Oxygen comes ~ough the capillaries that surround the
alveoli in the lungs and enter the circulatory system.

19. The circulatorysystemalso.oves wastes.

20. While going through the Qfpngs the blood picks up oxygen
and then enters the heart.

I
I' .
I

!
I

8. The waste gases go through the walls of the alveoli
+._-"~._-~.~~"""""_............................ and are eventually~haled through the mouth or nose.

9. Dust and foreign particQ).s trapPed in alveoli could
clog them ..

10. Cilia, mucus, and coughing ares"etf)eguards for the
alveoli to keep them from clogging.

11. "ivig§us is a fluid produced by the body.

12. Cilia are tiny hairlike projections that wave in an
upward n@tion.

13. Cough:yQIg is a reflex behavior fhcitcittempts to rid the
..•.•.•.••••.•....•.....•...b.••.. odyof foreign particles ..

'"Tlf~ Iiihaledtoba<:@smoke' follows the same path as air ..

15.. Many of the sm6~ substances are trapped in the cilia,
mucus, and alveoli even after the smoke is exhaled.

16. One sUDs"EaiiceTii smoke ma~thecilia ~krng
for as long as 15-20 minutes.

17.. The blood vessels and heart make up the circulatbry
system.

21. The(9Umging action of the heart distributes the blood
to all parts of the body.

22. Throughout the body the blood drops off the oxygen and
pic~up waste materials.

23. The bloodC!Pbves through the kidneys and rids itself of
the solid and liquid wastes.

24. The blood ~urns to the heart and is pumped to the
lungs again where it drops off wastes and picks up more
oxygen.

25. Smoke sUbsta~s follow the same pathway as blood.
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27.

28.

•

30.
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After smoke sUbstances enter the blood the(§@art
pumps them through the body where they are absorbed
in organs and tissues.

Nia6J:ine, a substance in tobacco, makes the heart beat
15-20 times faster per minute.

Nicotine causes the blood vessels'!:Q«:§;nstrict or get
smaller around and this causes an increase in blood
pressure.

causes~ oxygen to be carried through the
blood vessels.

One Of· the parts of the body which the blood <@livers
smoke substances to is the. nervous system.

and

32. The nervous system controls the other ~tems and helps
them work properly.

LL.~~~~.~~~~...-,~ ...~.~_~3~3~__~~~.~~~~~~g the nel;'.yc>us_.§YSj;:em and the rest of~t;.hel:>ody
~~~ must have a continuous supply of oxygen.

34. Smoke substances picked up by the blood reach the brain
imn@iiately because of the nearness to the heart.

35.. When a beginning" srnOkeri~les·tObacco smoke dizziness
occurs and the stomach becomes upset.

two substances that are partly responsible for
dizziness and stomach upset are nicotine and ~bon

monoxide.

tends to speedup thener6tbus system.

38.. A steady supply of oxygen to our brain prevent diziD
ness.-

39. Carbon monoxide is ab~bed into our blood stream more
easily than oxygen and therefore replaces some of the
oxygen.

40. Most smoke substances leave the body through the liv~

and the kidneys.

Fill in the blanks with the circled letters from the words
you have used to complete the sentences above in the order
in which you wrote them.
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explaIii'Iii'paragraph
self concept.

and

------

states:

MY GOOD SELF CONCEPT HELPS ME CHOOSE MY BEHAVIOR.

~.....-

Resources for lecture: Basic Concepts, of Tobacco and
Richard H. Needle. Laidlaw Brothers, River Forest,

.......u""'••s, 1975 ..
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APPENDIX A

LESSON PLAN FOUR

I. Concepts:

.... :tAesson four presents the relationship of smoking to

disease.

XI. Behavioral Objectives:

A. The experimental students will answer oral

questions relevant to smoking and health after

listening to a lecture presented by the instructor.

B. The experimented students will participate in a

Down.

C. The experimental students will construct a poster

demonstrating the effect of smoking on health and

post it in the general hallways of the school

after the unit is completed.

III. Procedures:

A. The instructor presents a lecture discussing the

effects of smoking on one's health titled tiThe

Effects of Smoking on Health" (Lecture #l-Lesson

Plan Four) and the students respond to the

questions asked by the instructor at the end of

the lecture.
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APPENDIX A

LECTURE #1 FOR LESSON FOUR

The Effects of Smoking on Health(1'J~~c:l!e, 1975)

the Public Health Service carried out a health

to find out if minor illnesses affected smokers or non

smokers more. It was found that smokers spent more days in

bed or in restric'l:ed activity- and--lost moredays'-from work

In another study it was found i:hai: the mori:alii:y rate

or the nUmber of people who die in a particular group) was

smokers than nonsmokers in every cause--·ofdeaEh.

Many diseases have been linked to smoking.

1. Chronic Bronchitis is an inflammation of the

bronchial tubes that may last several months. It produces

n~~o'~sed amount of phlegm. It maybe a greater amount

than the cilia can sweep away. 'Ilherefore coughing is

This may __ make _breathing difficult.

2. Emphysema is a·diseasewhichmakesit very hard to

breathe. Many of the alveoli become clogged with phlegm so

oxygen can't enter the alveoli. Used air becomes trapped in

the alveoli which makes it nearly-Irnpossible ,toexnale. The

walls of the alveoli break, down and leave cavities in the

,-lungs when the air is trapped inside and coughing occurs. The

victim has the sensation of sUffocating.

3. Lung Cancer .... Another disease that has been linked to

cancer. Cancer ,- is the growth of
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abnormal cells in the body. These cells destroy body tissue

and interfere with the functioning of the body. The result

is serious damage or death. In a study byE.C. Hammond

it was found that women who smoked more than nine cigarettes

a day had twice as much lung cancer deaths as women who

smoked less than nine cigarettes per day. Women who began to

smoke before the age of 25 had more than twice as many lung

deaths as women who began smoking past the age of

twenty-five.

4. Coronary Heart Disease- Hore of your parents will

heart d:Lsea-se--than-o£-any--o±hec__disease ..

Coronary heart disease happens when the coronary arteries

which transport the oxygen carrying blood to the heart become

smaller around. Therefore the heart doesn't get the amount

oxygenated blood it needs. The result may be a heart

attack which may cause the heart to stop and in turn this

causes death. Three times the number of smoking \..romen die

from coronary heart disease as non-smoking women in the age

group of forty to forty-nine years.

The above diseases are involved in smokers who inhale.

Ten percent of cigarette smoke is caught in the lining of

the mouth. This could eventually lead to oral or lip cancer

even if you do not inhale. 'Oral and Lip Cancer is mOre

prevalent when smoking cigars or pipes.

There are many other diseases linked with smoking from

cancer of the bladdertoulcers,.cancerofthe larynx to
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s of the liver.

Questions for Group Discussion

1. What about me? I'm a teen.CigE!r. :J:El:'Ql:>Cibly \Von't get
any of those diseases for at least twenty years.

smoke now I 'can quit before thE!re'sany danger,
right? (open discussion)

3. Did those people who died from these diseases mean to
smoke as long as they did?

4. How easy is 2tfor a smoker to qUit?

teenagers from

6. How important or justified are those reasons?

teenagers?

8. We have talked about death from diseases linked to
cigarettes. What are some of the ways cigarettes
might prevent you from Opi:;irnu.luhealth or physical
fitness?

How much of this disease-linked smoking literature do
you believe? Or is it just another plot to hassle
teenagers?

10. What are your feelings when your friends say UI'm
only smoking a few a day"? What are your feelings
about smoking a few?

III. Procedures:

B. The students aredivided·bythe instructor into

two teams for a Smoke Down (Handout #9). The

questions are asked by the instructor. Either

side can answer. The first Voluhteer is called

on. If the question is correctly answered, that

side receives one point. If it is incorrectly

answered, the other side receives one point. A
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single student can only anSwer. oneqtlestion. After

she has answered a question correctly she. may not

answer until all of her teammates have answered.

She may not ,assist others on her team verbally or

non-verbally.

C. Summary:

Students are divided by the ifistruetor into groups

of three. Materials· are provided by theinstruC't::or

to make a poster about smoking. Examples are:

ttCancer by the Carton", ttAshes to Ashesu , ttThe

Mista-ke'·-,-nHang--Up-the--Ha-bit",--'IHea1th"·,

"Quit", "Ban the Butt.. , and "No Smoking....-Living at

\'lork" <U.S. Dept. of HEW, 1978). The posters are

gathered by the instructor and will be hung in

appropriate places throughout the school after

research is completed.

Materials Needed:

A.Handout #9 - uQuestions <for Smoke Down"

B. Construction paper

C. Magic markers

V. References:

Needle, Richard H., Basic Concepts of Tobacco and

Smoking, River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw and Brothers

PUblishers, 1975, pp. 38-53.

U.S. Dept. of HEW, Public Health Service, NIH. Smoking

DREW Publication No. (NIH) 78-1841, 1978.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONS FOR SMOKE DOWN

1. What is the relationship between smoking and minor
illnesses'?

2. What does mortality rate mean'?

3. How does the mortality rate relate to smoking'?

4. What is the disease that may lastseveJ:aJ. months and
produce an increased ·amount of phlegm and coughing'?

the chronic disease that makes it nearly
to exhale?

6. What is the disease that causes abnormal cells to gl:'OW

in the lungs?

75 What is the relationship between women who smoked up to
a half pack of cigarettes per day or a whole pack of
cigarettes per day to lung cancer'?

8. What is the relationship between women who smoke before
or after the age of 25 aiidlungcancer'?

9. What is the leading cause of death in the world today
in people past 50 years old'?

10. What is coronary heart disease'?

11. Describe the relationship between smoking women and non
smoking women intheir::eortiesin regard to smoking.

12. Describe the function of the coronary arteries.

13. How does the knowledge of linking cigarettes and disease
affect you at your age'?

14. What kind of disease could you get if you don't even
inhale the cigarette'?

15. Describe the walls of the blood vessels of smokers and
non-smokers.
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APPENDIX A
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LESSON PLAN FIVE

I. Concepts:

Lesson five wi11.introduoetheprob1ems associated

with pregnancy, birth control pills, and smoking.

Behavioral Objectives:

A. The experimerita.1 students will participate ina

role-playing situation based. on information gail'led

from a lecture presented by the instnlotor.

B. The experimental students will \vrite a letter

incorporating the information they have gained

from this unit and their own attitude about smoking

when given theiJ::' choice of an imaginary or real

female of their acquaintance who smokes.

Procedures:

A. The instructor explains the relationship of

pregnancy and smoking and the relationship of

smoking parents and childhood respiratory disease

during the lecture entitled "Women Who Smoke"

(Lecture#l-Lesson PlanS).

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #1 FOR LESSON FIVE

Women Who Smoke (Review, 1979)

Women are SUbject to the same smoking related diseases as

!,;",,,,,,~,,,,;,;;.;.;,,,,;.,',;.,,,;,;,;,,,,; • .....'6...'p1usiricreased rrsktotheirba.J:>ies during pregnancy and
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Women who use birth control pills have a six

times greater chance of dying from a blood clot in the heart

or other blood clots if they smo~e.

If a pregnant woman smokes in the last half of her

pregnancy, the weight of her baby will probably be reduced,

or worse, her baby may be still born. It was estimated that

4600 babies died last· year because. their mothers smoked.

fetus is living in an environment just as we do in

our outside world. foreign particles enter the placenta

that the fetus will develop to its full potential

Nicotill~J;?gLsse~_th_ro,!gh. the· placen:!:_Cl.__ The

breathing movements of the fetus are inhibited after two

cigarettes_ It takes about an hour and a half for the fetus

to reCover.

III. Procedures:

B. The students are divided by the instructor into

small groups and. receive ItInstructions for Role

Playing" (Lecture#2"'Lesson Plan Five).

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #2 FOR LESSON FIVE

"INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROLE PLAYING"

Please divide into groups of equal nUmber. Each group

will receive a situation for a skit; Decide which 'roles each

and<whatdirection you.rskitwill take.
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/'
--------~-------Plan the conclusion to your skit based on your attitudes

about smoking.

The students are given handout #10 titled ttRole

Playing Situations". Students are allowed time to

formulate their skits. The skits will last from

one to two minutes each. Skits are then

presented.

The students are instructed to write a letter to

a real or imaginary female who smokes. They will

incorporate their attitudes about smoking and the

knowledge gained in this unit. Students who write

letters to real people are encouraged by the

instructor to send them. The instructor presents

"Instructions for Letter Writingtt (Lecture #3

Lesson Plan Five).

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #3 FOR LESSON FIVE

ttINSTRUCTIONS FOR LETTER WRITINGtt

We are going to write a letter to a girl or woman who

smokes. This person can be imaginary or real, but in either

case, she must be important to you. Please tell her about

the feelings you have for her and your attitudes toward

smoking. Include information you have gained in this unit.
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+--_..:._~ _..:. T",,,+o her know whether it makes a difference to you whether

she smokes or not. If the person is real and you have been

honest in your feelings, I encourage you to send the letter

to this person.

IV. Materials Needed:

Role playing Situations (Handout #10)

V. References:

Review of Literature. Effects of an Educational Unit

on Smoking, pp.

Gilmore, Gary. Conversation with experimenter, 1979.
r·_········~····~~~~--'-~-~------·-.
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APPENDIX A

ROLE PLA¥ING SITUATIONS

Skit:.

1. A young woman is waiting to visit her doctor. As

.... ········snesits in the waiting room, she engages in a conversation

with three good friends who are also waiting to see the

doctor. As the conversation develops they discuss the

particular type of birth control pills they are using. As

,···,·,,···········,theytalkthe young woman lights upa cigarette. The nurse

at the desk overhears the conversation. She makes a

decision whether or not to join the conversation. Two of
r··'"··"C"'··....;-.....;····.....;·_~_...e...-=.....=-------_····

the friends have read the recent: findings about the linkage

between cigarette smoking and oral contraceptives and don't

.smoke.

Use your own attitudes to develop a one to two minute

3. Triplet fetuses are living in an environment that
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characterized by a smoking mother, irregular meals of

questionable nutrition,frequent overeating at restaurants,

irregular sleeping hours, and irregular periods of. extreme

exercise by the mother alternated by no exercise at all.

By some magic the fetuses are able to communicate with each

other and the parents. (Gilmore, 1979)

Use your attitudes to develop a one to two minute skit.

A.preschool child lives in her home with a father

who smokes a cigar, a mother who smokes a pack of

cigarettes a day, a fifteen-year-old sister who has made a

to smoke ,~-and_.a ...se:v~nteen-y~ar~o.ld-smoking

brother. The preschooler has had numerous colds and been

taken to the emergency ward twice for possible pneumonia in

the last 6 months. Today she has been to the doctor who

informed her mother that the child has bronchitis. Her

father is concerned about all the medical bills.

Use your own attitudes to write a one to two minute

skit.
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APPENDIX A

LESSON PLAN SIX

I. Concepts:

six introduces the decision making process,

and the concept of values and value indicators and

them to the smoking unit.

II. Behavioral Objectives:

definiti6ri.s6f vall.1esand decision making

are given by theinstruct6r, the experimental

group of studerits<willprioritizetheir values

to ·sfiIok~ng-u-s±rrg-±rrdex-cards-w±-th--listed

values on each card.

B. The experimentalgrou,p students rearrange the index

cards as they feel their parent or significant

other adult in their·life·would arrange them in an

attempt to see the differences between their valuElB

and their parents' values.

C. The experimentalgro'Ll.pstlldents will rearrange the

index cards as they feel their best friend would

arrange them in an attempt to. analyze their best

friend t s values and compare ..• their values to those of

their best friend.

D. The experim~ntal group students will decide whether

their choices are values or value indicators by

choosing five values from the index cards and
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APPENDIX A

LESSON #1 FOR LESSON SIX

"INTRODUCTORY LECTURE" ... (Sasse, 1978)

following the values through the valuing process.

E. The experimental students will decide

whether to choose smoking .. Cl.e ... Cl behavior after

completing the valuing process arid will share

their decision with other class members.

Procedure:

A. The instructor presents.aniutt'oc:llJ<::t:Qt'Y J.ecture

definingtheciecisionmakil1gprocess and defining

titled "Introductory Lecture" (Lecture #1

Lesson PlanSi::x:).

•

Making decisions are the results of taking several

steps.' They are:

Deciding on .the problem

'2. Writingdownthealterhatives

3. Thinking about the alternatives

4. Making the decision

5. Taking the responsibility for your decision

The life decisions that we decide on relate to our

values. Values are$tandardswhich guide your actions,

attitudes, comparisons, and jUdgments. Values define

something of worth, which we prize and believe to be

.(, ,..................... .trerlej;;l.<:.:L;9l or good. Allpeopl·edo not hold the same values.
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There are two kinds of· values. Intrinsic values are

ends in themselves. They are rewarding in themselves, not

a means to an end. Examples of thesearehOh.esty and

Extrinsic values are means to an end. They are impor-

they help us gain other important results.

We sometimes clean up·our room not because we value neatness

we value harmony at home and not being yelled at

by our mothers.

values are extremely important to how we live our

sets 6fvalties-are--yours alone. Our-aEElons,

feelings, and ideas are all influenced by the values we

hold.

• ProcedlUX:'e:

B. The students are given index cards (handout #11-

Index Card Activity) with one value on each card.

The instructor· gives directions for the·activity

(Index Card AcEivlty-Lecture#2-Lesson Plan Six).

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #2 FOR LESSON SIX

INDEX CARD ACTIVITY

You will receive several index cards with values that

some teenagers have. Take your cards and arrange them in
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The students arrange the cards (Index Card Values

Handout #11) in the order of importance to them.

Make a note of ·-l:heir·order. They rearrange the

cards in the order they feel their parents would,

and rearrange them in the order they feel their

best friend would. The students answer short

questions about the comparison.

C. The instructor gives a presentation titled UThe

Valuing Process" (Lecture #3-Lesson Plan Six).

APPENDIX A

LECTURE #3 FOR LESSON SIX

ttTHE VALUING PROCESS"·· (Sasse, 1978)

The valuing process isa continuous process during

a or action.

order of their importance to you, continuing until you

have all 21 cards arranged. Make a list of your order.

Next rearrange them as youbel:i~veY()lJl:'pt:ll:'grl1:qr other

significant adult, important to you, would. Compare this

order with your own. How do they compare? Next, repeat

the process for one of your friends. How do they compare?

What were some .of the reasons they \iere.thesame?

Was your priority list clos.er to. your friends

or your parents? What does this tell you? Do you live

life according to what you think is important?
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It is a process made up of choosing, prizing and living

your values.

1. Before we can choose a value you must.have at

least two. alternatives to choose from. If there is only
•...•...............•.•............

one alternative it was not chosen and therefore is not a

2. It must be chosen freely.. If it is forced on you,

else's value not yours•. If you say you have

a value but only practice the behavior because someone else

you, then it isnot·a value but a role that

3. Your ideas must be prized to be values. You are

confident about them.

4. You must be willing to tell others about your values.

If you are i.n a group that ·values something other than you

do) you need to stand up for your values.v~rbally.

5. For values to be guides for your life you need to

act on them. You not Qnly talk about your values, you need

to act on them.. Otherwise, they are meaningless.

6. Finally your value behavior must become a consistent

of your life. It needs to be shown in a variety of

situations.

Sometimes a value is:tn/the.process of being formed.

Value ideas may seem to be impo.rtarittoyou but you may not

have ever acted on them yet. We term this a value indicator.

Ifyourfeelingsabout>valu.~sfulfi.ll all of the criteria
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level five and level six, you have a value indicator,

•

III. Procedure:

D. Summary:

From the groups of cards student uses her five

priorities and works .them .. through the .Valuing

Process Worksheet ... (handout #12). The students

share their decisions about smoking behavior

based on their values or value indicators with

IV. Materials Needed:

A. Index Card Values (Handout #11)

B. Valuing Worksheet (Handout #12)

References:

Sasse, Connie R., PersEP to ~~9£, Peoria, Ill.:

• A. Bennett Co., ,pp. 60-79.
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INDEX CARD VALUES

Breathing clean air

• Being in control of my own behavior

3. Having a positive self concept

4. Enjoying life

Having optimum health

• Being popular

7. Smoking without being hassled

8. Being part of the group
r""~""'"~"""~~~~'~"--~""----~~-''''''''''',""" '-",----~-~""~"-'''-~""""'--'~- ---"-""""-,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,. "".,.,

9. Being a leader instead of a follower

10. Making my parents happy

11. Getting recognition from others

12. Doing what I want to when I want to do it

13. Making something of myself

14. Looking cool and impressing others

15. Looking older than I am

16. Using my own set of values to control what I do

17. Restricting smokers to places not inhabited by me

18. Conununicating with,my parents or loved ones

19. Being in control of my future

20. Having a steady supply of cigarettes

21. Letting someone else make my decisions
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APPENDIX A

VALUING WORKSHEET

Value

alternatives or options to this value.

how this value is truly yours, riot your
's or your parents. Expla.inwhy it was your

choice to choose .it.

you have completed the above questions, please
decide whether it is a value or a value indicator.
Continue with the next 4 •

3. do you prize or cherish this value? What would
you give it up if anything'? How much mental or

physical hassle would you tolerate for this value?

5. When have you acted oh this value? Has a decision that
you considered beeh made because of this value?

Have yOtleVerspent ahy money because of
Explain.l!aY<eYC>tl~vertreated others in

way because of this value?

4. Who have you told about this value? Would you be
willing to stand up for it, eveh though someone were
degrading you ab()llt.i.t~ l1Cl13t:l1i.13 .ev~r happened? In
what kind of circumstances, if any, would you not
mention this value'?

6. Is this value an interwoven part of your life? What
of timewhicl1youcan spendfreely.involves

value? Have YOllacted orithis value at least 3
times this week? Explaih.
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8. How do your values help you decide whether or not to
choose smoking as a behavior?

9. Please be ready to share your decision with the class
when the instructor calls on you.
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APPENDIX B

TEENAGE SELF TEST: CIGARBTTE SMOKING

r~

!
r

Would you like
.to know instructions

Read each statement care
fUlly before giving your
answer

The~g are stateme::;.n=t=s=t=ha=t='--- .
some teenagers have made
about cigarette" smoking and
cigarette smokers. Some of
the statements are directly
related to smoking; some are
not as directly related. You
may agree or disagree with
these statements. After read-
ing each statement,circlethe
number that most nearly
shows how you feel about the
statements.

For example: If you strongly
agree with the statement,
circle the number in the
column labeled "STRONGLY
AGREE." If you disagree, but
not very strongly, circle the
number in the column labeled
"DISAGREE."

-How you feel about adults
having a say over what you
do?

~How much you know about
the effects of cigarettes
on a person's health?

...:..-To what extent you want to
have control over what
you make of your life?

You can find the answers to
these questions by ··first
reading the instructions and
then turning the page.

._=-~~.Q.w._}'Qu..b~lieve most
people react to cigarette
smokers?

!
I
i

I
I
~,

I
I

L-.. ,
}-,-

iv-

I
I-What effec.t you think ciga-
.~~.,;,.._~..~~~~__re1t~.as_oo.how
I other teenagers accept

I you?

r --What you really think of
I teenagers who smoke ciga-I ,elles?

r --~f~:t~Oa ~O;s~l~?~\::~n~:g
labcut himself or herself?

I

I
I

I

i·
I

I
I
\
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N:'=:IT!-l:-::~

N':.:·· ..:=.
NO:,
DI3AGr~:i~
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AGREE

. 4

5 4 ....
"-"";'-'"

5 4 3

5 4 3

~,.----

5 4 ".I,..
5 4 ~....

-vo ___....._._

5 4 ....v
... 4 F,
:> ),'!

---5--~-'--'.. 4 3

5 4
,..,
....

5 4
¥,
'~t_.---_.

5, 4 J
-------.

5 4 ~
t.>____0.__-

5 4 '1
'"

5 4 ";l
\oJ

,_......-
5 4 ::~

1 2 3

5 4
,..
,j

5 4 3._.----
5 4 3

STRONGLY
AGREE

A. Even though lung cancer and hamt dis8tse can be caused 5
by othor things, srnoldng cigarettes still makes a roal
differenc8.

J. I prerer the company of girls who don't smoke.
._---------------_.

K. People who smoke seem to be moreatea:5e with others.

I. Even if cigarettes don't kill yOll, they can cut down on wh-at
you might got cut of life.

H. Cigarette sm(:'king is harmful only if a person inholcs.

G; Smoking cigarettes can help you enjoy Iifemor$.

g.gige.fotte sm0!<ing can harm the health ot tSE:nagers.

R. If I ::;rno:<e "round other p80~la, I take away their right to
breathe clean ::lir.

D. It's okay for tG3i1agers to experiment with cigarettes if they
quit before it b8cornes a habit.

L. There is no danger in smoking cigars or pipes.

Q. There's nothing wrong ':Iith smoking cigarettes as long as
you don't smoke too many. .

P. Cigarettes low in tar and nicotine can'lharmyourhE.'alth.

O. $rnoking cigarettes gives you a good feeling.

M. I believe tha health information about smoking is true.---'------------N; Cigsrslte -smoking should be forbidc!e~l inside pUblic piaces.

EL ergor;)ffeS1T10ke smells bad.--...-..0:--...---------------,--------...--------
C. Peoplesmol(e cigaret'tes to help them think more clearly.

-F.~Gi0arett_€smokersshould be ke;pt apart from non-Smokers
in pUblic places.

iI S. Smoking cigarettos seems to make good tirnGseven better.

! T. Teenagers who smoke regularly can quit for good any time
t they like.

I
i

. ;..
,-.

ll,- ~

!
I

.J
r----\-

I i

II
I,

.................... ,.-._-.. _-,.",,_ ...~ ~.... ,.. ~._- ... ..;,.;-:....... -..~... ~ ..... -.... ~:,..'.-... " ~- ....•.•... - .....
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STRONGLY
AGREE

A. Most boys start smoking cigarettes because most of their 5
friends· smoke.

AGREE

4

NEITHER
AGREE
NOR
DISAGRE

3·

4 3
4 3

4 3
4 3

4 3----_.
2 3

4 3

4 3

-------.
4 3
2 3

4 3

4 3
4 3

2 3

4 3
4 3
4 3

2 3

4 35

teenagers from smokingjusttdshow their 1

I Wish 1were older than I am now. 1

J. Kids who smoke are show-ofts. 5

D. Making something of my life is important to me. 5

L. 1don't want to get hooked on anything, including cigarettes. 5

K. It annoys me that my parents have so much control over 1
things I wanUO do.

F. A person who smokes is more of a follower than one who
doesn't smoke.

B. Teenagers who smoke cigarettes are more to be
troublemakers than those who don't.

H. I use my own set of values to decide what I will or will 5

E. Most girls start smoking cigarettes to try to attract boys. 5

smoke cigarettes, other teenagers put you down. 5
N. Teenage sm'::>kersthink they are grown-up, but they really 5

aren't.

P. I' can control the kind of person 1will become; 5

Q. I am under pressure from my friends to sl11oke. 5
R. Teenage smokers think they look cool, but they don't really. 5

S. A teenager should be able to do the things he wantst6 do 1
when he wants to do them.

T. I do not want to be just one of the crowd.

.....: :.. : : 0.......•.....LfeeI g~ood knowing 1can turn,to my parents for advice. 5

I. Most boys start smoking cigarettes to try to become more 5
'1''"""~'"-'''''-'''~'~__--pQplJraY~'''

t.' .f" 4""" Jr
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2 1

o

L

C

K

a

J

A

E

r;
<.

Copy in the spaces below
the numbers you have circled
next to· each statement,
putting the number have
circled next to Statement A
over line A, to Statement B
over line a, etc.

Add the scores down each
columnt() get your totals. For
example, the. sum oJ your
scores A, E, I, etc., gives you
your score for .thatcolumn,

1

2 1

2

DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

1
M

1

1 Q R S

5

2 1 (5) (6) (7) (8)

..._----------~----,-_. __._-~_._ .•..._ .
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APPENDIX C

SMOKING BEHAVIOR TEST

Please mark an X in the appropriate box that best describes
your smoking habit.

1. I smoke cigarettes.

Yes No

in the above box, do not continue.
and-Sit quietly until

collects the envelopes. If you answered
~nly ~ of the following multiple
describes your smoking habit:

number .. of--cigar-ettes-I_..smoke_];leI_-d<:ly_is:.

a .. I 11- 5 cigare-l:tes per day.

b.D 6-10 cigaret.tes per day.

c.c=J 11-15 cigarettes per day.

d.c=J 16-20 cigarettes per day.

e.c=J 21-30 cigarettes per day.

f.D more·than 30·cigarettes per day.

Return this sheet to the envelope and sit quietly until the
administrator collects the envelopes.
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Table 1
Raw .DataScores

Scores of Subjects on Eight Subtests

r-I r-I r-I C\l C\l C\l C\l
P:: tf) 8 0 P:: m E-i

r-I r-I r-I C\l C\l C\l N
Z 0 C4 ~ Z 0 C4

r-I ~r,-I ..-i C\l C\l N N
I-) ...:l H I-) ~ ...:l

r-I r-I r-I C\l N C\J N
C\lPt.! M0 ~.::r: Lf)~ 1..OPt.! .1:' 0 co::r:

r-I r-I r-I C\J C\J C\J C\J
-IJ(:Q ..j.JU -IJO -IJ~ -IJ(:Q ../-lU -IJO
fJl fJl fJl (/} (/} (/} (/}

(IJfJl (IJ(/} (IJ Ul (IJt/) (IJ (/} (IJ (J) (IJ til
-IJ m -IJ Ei -IJ Ei ../-lEi ..pEi -IJEi -IJ Ei
,Q ..Q (IJ ,Q<IJ ,QOJ ,Q(]) ,Q(1) ,Q (IJ

::S-IJ ::S-IJ ::14..1 ;:$-IJ ~..p ;:$-IJ ::S../-l
UlH tl)H WH UlH UlH U'; H tl)H

10 11 14 16 18 19
19 6 7 14 20 21 20
26 6 5 14 18 21 24
20 11 7 15 20 14 22
18 7 10 15 14 19 23 ..

11 ~~-~1-2------1~3-·-.l-3----~~~20_--_--~.. 20
18 13 13 12 10 9 12 20
22 20 7 8 15 21 22 21
19 15 11 13 10 12 15 19
20 17 10 9 16 17 10 22
20 14 10 11 14 18 17 20
23 21 9 9 14 19 14 23
20 21 14 13 10 15 13 22
22 18 6 8 13 19 18 23
18 18 15 10 14 16 11 22
22 18 7 9 16 17 20 21
20 8 14 10 13 15 19 18
23 20 13 9 19 17 18 22
22 25 7 8 22 24 25 23
24 23 8 7 12 12 20 23
21 22 9 9 15 19 16 23

22 21 15 14 7 11 12 22 21
23 17 18 12 10 18 19 14 19
24 23 18 7 11 12 18 18 23
25 25 25 7 5 13 21 21 24

18 16 11 14 8 8 18 20
23 20 8 17 21 20
23 17 9 7 20 24 18 25

29 19 15 13 13 14 8 14 20
30 22 18 6 14 17 17 16 25

18 10 14 11 10 10 10 19
32 14 16 16 14 13 13 12 21
33 18 15 15 14 13 12 18 19
34 22 13 20 9 16 16 13 19
35 20 11 13 12 15 8 19 18

17 15 14 12 9 8 17 19
1.9 16 13 13 11 13 13 18
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Table 2
Raw Data Scores

Scores of SUbjects on Eight Subtests
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22
23
24
25
26
27

29
30
31
32
33

19
20
16

20

22
23

18
23
20
25
25
24
25
25
25
22
18
25

16
16
13
19
11

9
21
24
19
17
21
24
23
18
20
21
24
21
24
25
22
20
21
16
23

C\J
8

C\J
P4

C\J
H

C\Jco:r:
C\J..po

lI}
(J) lI}

+>S
,Q(J):s..p
tf.lH

16 23
13 23
18 24

11 13 20
7 21 20
9 10 23

17 15 10 10 17 23
18 -----1-4--~~--~____g--r2------17··

14 14 14 11 7 23
10 10 14 14 20 17
15 14 13 6 12 21

8 15 23 22. 17 22
14: 11 10 6 15 23
11 17 11 14 21 17

5 6 15 22 19 22
13 15 14 20 15 20

6 11 10 15 18 22
10 8 12 16 11 20

9 9 23 20 18 20
13 8 11 19 16 22

9 10 16 16 20 23
11 11 16 15· 18 21
10 13 15 19 16 24
10 12 17 18 15 22

5 7 17 25 22 25
7 6 14 19 18 24
7 9 15 19 19 24
9 15. 23 19 25

22 19 22
5 5 20 18 18 23

10 13 16 20 19 20
1314 11 12 16 24

8 6 19 21 18 25
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TableS
Raw Scores

Scores of SUbjects to Behavioral Inventory

til til
til til >t Q) >t til til >t Q) >t
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2 X 27 X
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I
I
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I
I
I 5 v 30 X XI .r.

I 6 X 31 X X,
I
! 7 X 32 X X
I
I 8 X 33 X X
I
I 9 X 34 X X
I,,
I 10 X 35 X X
I
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X
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Table 4
Raw Scores

Scores of SUbjects to Behavioral Inventory
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Tab1e·5
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 1

Effect of Smoking on Health

141

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score

25

24

23

21

18

15

14

13

12

9

8

6

5

Frequency

1

2

5

4

6

6

o
1

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

N1 = 37

x score = 20.5

Score

25

24

23

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

.Frequency

7

2

3

5

2

5

3

5

o
1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
O·

o

X score = 21.4
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Table 6
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 2

Rights of Non-Smokers

142

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

··25 3' 25 1

24 0 24 4

23 1 23 3

22 1 22 1

21 2 21 5

20 5 20 2

19 1 19 2

18 7 18 1

17 2 17 2

15 5 15 1

14 1 14 0

13 2 13 1

12 0 12 0

11 1 11 1

10 1 10 1

9 0 9 1

8 1 8 0

7 0 7 0

6 0 6 0

5 0 5 0

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

15.5 - 18x score = x score =
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Table 7
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 3

Positive Effects of Smoking

143

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

25 0 25 0

24 0 24 0

23 0 23 0

22 0 22 0

21 0 21 0

20 1 20 0

19 0 19 0

18 0 18 1

17 0 17 1

16 1 16 1

15 2 15 1

14 5 14 2

13 6 13 3

12 1 12 2

11 4 11 3

10 3 10 5

9 3 9 4

8 2 8 2

7 5 7 3

6 4 6 2

5 0 5 3

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

10.8 -- 10.3x score - x score =
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Table 8
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 4
Manufactured Reasons for Smoking

144

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

25 0 25 0

24 0 24 0

23 0 23 0

22 0 22 0

21 0 21 0

20 0 20 0

19 0 19 0

18 0 18 0

17 0 17 1

15 0 15 3

14 4 14 5

13 4 13 3

12 4 12 1

11 4 11 5

lQ 4 10 3

9 6 9 2

8 3 8 4
'7 6 7 2

6 0 6 3

5 2 5 1

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

- 10.0x score = x score = 10.76
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Table 9
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 5

Reasons for Starting

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

0 25 0

24 0 24 0

23 0 23 2

22 1 22 0

21 0 21 0

1 20 1

1 19 1

1 18 0

1 17 2

3

15 6 15 5

14 7 14 5

13 6 13 3

12 2 12 2

11 2 11 3

10 4 10 4

9 1 9 0

8 1 8 0

7 0 7 1

6 0 6 0

5 0 5 0

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

x score = 13.8 x score = 14.2
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Table 10
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 6

Are Teenaged Smokers "Bad" ?

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

25 0 25 1

24 2 24 0

23 0 23 1

22 0 22 3

21 2 21 1

2 20 3

19 4 19 4

18 3 18 3

16 3 16 2

15 2 15 2

14 "I 14 2

13 3 13 1

12 4 12 3

11 0 11 1

10 1 10 2

9 1 9 1

8 4 8 0

7 0 7 0

6 0 6 2

5 0 5 0

N1 = 37 N2 = 33

x score = 15.5 x score = 16.15
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Table 11
Frequency of Scores onSubtest 7

Feelings Toward Authority

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP

Score Frequency Score Frequency

0' 25 0

24 0 24 0

23 0 23 0

22 3 22 1

21 4 21 2

20 3 20 2

19 3 19 5

18 7 18 7

17 2 17 2

15 1 15 3

14 4 14 0

13 3 13 2

12 2 12 2

11 1 11 1

10 2 10 1

9 0 9 0

8 0 8 0

7 0 7 1

6 0 6 0

5 0 5 0

N1 == 37 N2 == 33

:x score == 21.08 x score = 22.48
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Table 12
Frequency of Scores on Subtest 8

Control of My Future

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
•

CONTROL GROUP

Score

25

24

23

22

21

18

17

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

Frequency

2.

2

7

5

4

3

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

X score:::: 21.08

Score

25

24

23

22

19

18

17

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

Ii'requency

3

5

8

6

2

6,

o
o
3

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

x score:::: 22.5
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INSTRUCTIONS BY ADMINISTRATOR FOR~OSTTEST

Mr. Boullion:

A survey is being taken to determine the smoking habits

of the freshmen girls. Please fill out the questionnaire

as honestly and as accurately as possible. Absolutely no

talking will be permitted after this time. Do ~ sign
•...........•..........................

•

name to the questionnaire. Your answers are completely

After you have completed it, return it to

the envelope. Place it on your desk and sit quietly. After
i"'~"~~~·~,..,·~-~~---~...-,-----.-_----._-_·-_·······

everyone is finished, you will return as a group to the

locker room. As you leave the room, students who have been

in Mrs. Ennis' group will put their envelopes in the box

Ennis. Mrs. Berggrentsgroup will put their envelopes

in the box marked Berggren. Remember do not put your name

on the questionnaire.
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March 19, 1979

~.
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc.
B09 West Detweiller Drive. Peoria. Illinois 61614-(309) 691-4454

54601

Ms. Gini Ennis
3314 S. 33rd
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

Dear Ms. Ennis:

( "}

t -~

1-

l '~~;~i}:~::;~~,~~

~t,.----~
d·

I
! ,
I
1·_· ..

l ,P

You have our permission to use pages 33 and 34
from the PERSON TO PERSON STUDENT GUIDE in your
graduate school research paper, on the ,terms
outlined in your letter of March 14.

-------We··· ask thatyou use~tne-foTlowlng crectrt--rlne:
"Copyright 1978, by Connie R. Sasse. Used with
permiss~on of the publisher,Chas. A. Bennett
Co., Inc., Peoria, Illinois."

'.f

I have enjoyed talking with you and learning of
your enthusiasm for PERSON TO PERSON, particularly
sirice you are using it in health classes. The
book, as you may know, was planned for use in
home economics programs. We are finding, however,
that it is being well accepted in the health area
as well.

Sincerely,

/;.fj 'L: "I -'1,/'

I::~/.. '~.. ! ..... ?\ ,,' FP.-.) .
C(,..;_ '\...."." "-

Michael Kenny !
Executive Editor

MK!jmg

•

BENNETT BOOKS· EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS SINCE 1899
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